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Abstract 

 

Aging in humans is often associated with reduced muscle strength and difficulty in 

elevating the arm and sustaining it at a certain position. The aim of this master thesis is 

to propose a number of technical solutions integrated into a complete electronic system 

which can be used to support the user's muscle capacity and partially resist 

gravitational load. An electronic system consisting of sensors, a control unit and an 

actuator has been developed. The system is able to detect the user's motion intention 

based on an angle detection algorithm and perform kinematic control over the user's 

arm by adjusting the level of support at different degrees of elevation. A force control 

algorithm has been developed for controlling the actuating mechanism, providing the 

user with a natural and intuitive support during arm elevation. The implemented system 

is a first step towards the development of a medical assistive device for the elderly or 

patients with reduced muscle strength allowing them to independently perform a 

number of personal activities of daily life where active participation of the upper limb is 

required. 

 

Key words: intention detection, arm kinematics control, force control, soft robotics, 

medical assistive device 
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Sammanfattning 

 

Åldrandet hos människor är ofta förknippat med svaghet i axelns muskler och därmed 

svårighet att lyfta armen och hålla den i en viss position. Målet med den här rapporten 

är att föreslå en teknisk lösning som kan användas för att stödja användarens 

muskelkapacitet och delvis motstå gravitationsbelastning. Ett elektroniskt system som 

består av sensorer, reglering och ett ställdon har utvecklats. Systemet kan detektera 

användarens intention och utföra kinematisk kontroll över armen genom att justera 

kraftdrivnings-mekanismen vid olika lyftvinklar. En kraftreglerings-algoritm har 

utvecklats för att kontrollera ställdonets funktion och ge användaren ett naturligt och 

intuitivt stöd. Det implementerade systemet kan anses som ett första steg mot ett 

medicinskt hjälpmedel för människor med nedsatt kraft i armmusklerna. Hjälpmedlet 

ska kunna användas vid vardagliga personliga aktiviteter där aktivt bruk av armen 

behövs och på det sättet gynna oberoende liv hos äldre eller andra patientgrupper som 

lider av svagheter i armmusklerna. 

 

Nyckelord: intention detektion, arm-kinematisk kontroll, kraftreglering, soft robotics, 

medicinskt hjälpmedel 
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Introduction 

 

This thesis work is part of the product development for a soft robotic medical device 

project organised by Bioservo Technologies AB. The project aims to develop a 

wearable soft robotics technology that can be used as an assistive medical device for 

the elderly or people with reduced arm muscle strength. The thesis report focuses on 

the electronics and software development of the project. 

The first chapter focuses on identifying the need of an assistive device in performing 

activities of daily life where active participation of the upper limb is required. State-of-

the-art is presented together with its limitations and a list of requirements is specified. 

The second chapter includes a literature review on the basic anatomical and 

biomechanical information on the arm-shoulder complex and its function during arm 

elevation, with a particular focus on deterioration observed in the elderly. 

The third chapter presents the methods and materials used in the development 

process and proposes an electronic system for meeting the specified technical 

requirements. The chapter describes in detail all the components and algorithms used 

to implement the sensing, control and actuation subsystems and their interrelations. 

The fourth chapter presents the results of the final implemented system with evaluation 

of the specific algorithms in each of the subsystems and the behaviour of the complete 

electronic system as a whole. 

Finally, the fifth chapter summarizes the most significant conclusions deriving from the 

system’s technical solutions and includes a number of recommendations for further 

development together with a preliminary risk analysis plan. 
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1 Problem Statement 
 

1.1 Background 

Aging in humans is often accompanied by weakening of the shoulder muscles and 

therefore inability or fatigue when lifting and sustaining the arm to a certain position 

(Bassey, Morgan, Dallosso, & Ebrahim, 1989). The functionality of the upper limb, and 

particularly the elevation of the arm performed by the shoulder complex, is one of the 

most important movement mechanisms in humans, allowing us to perform a range of 

motion that exceeds any other joint mechanism (Peat, 1986). As a consequence, loss 

of shoulder functionality in older persons restricts their ability to perform simple daily 

tasks independently and efficiently. 

It is estimated that 43% and 28% of women and men over 65 respectively have 

difficulty in lifting their arm over 120 degrees (Bassey et al., 1989). This threshold is 

associated with the ability to perform tasks such as reaching a book from a bookshelf 

above the head or hanging out laundry. Further deterioration, when the person is 

unable to lift their arm more than 100 degrees, is associated with inability to perform 

basic functions such as dressing or washing, and is observed in 13% and 6% of older 

women and men respectively, according to the same study. 

The need for a better and more independent elderly living together with the 

continuously increasing aging population define the demand of a product that can be 

used as an assistive medical device in performing personal activities of daily life, by 

providing the user with the necessary support. 

 

1.2 Problem Description 

The scope of this thesis is to propose a solution for the electronic part of a device that 

supports the user’s intuitive movement by covering the following points: 

1. Develop a motion intention detection algorithm for the human arm based on 

physical and/or physiological signal sensing 

2. Process the acquired signals and use them as input to the control unit in order 

to initiate the mechanical assistive mechanism 
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3. Provide electronic control to the mechanical system that supports the arm 

throughout the range of motion 

4. Describe the biomechanics of the shoulder complex behind arm elevation and 

use this information as an input to the project’s safety assessment plan 

 

1.3 Intended Use 

The main target group of the final product is elderly users with reduced muscle 

strength. The goal is to help the user perform personal activities of daily life and allow 

them to live independently, maintain muscle strength and improve their overall health 

condition. 

The final product should be able to help users perform a variety of daily life tasks where 

active participation of the upper limb is required. These include personal hygiene and 

grooming, dressing/undressing, eating and drinking, as well as other tasks requiring the 

elevation of the arm, such as reaching or placing an object on a shelf.  

Emphasis has been put in identifying the specific needs of the user in order to develop 

a product that is functional, user-friendly and ergonomic. The project follows an 

iterative process where intermediate user tests provide feedback for improvements and 

optimisation of the product. This approach emphasizes user input by involving end-

users in all phases of the development process. 

High priority in the solution design has been identified in developing a product with 

"intention detection" logic that activates the supporting mechanism only when the user 

initiates a natural and intuitive movement while at the same time maintains the support 

at a desired level throughout the entire range of motion. 

 

1.4 State-of-the-art 

Robotic or soft-robotic solutions for facilitating arm movement have been implemented 

in the past and have been a point of interest for use mainly in assistance (Doyle, 2012; 

Kobayashi et al., 2004; Sankai, 2013) and rehabilitation (Agrawal et al., 2013; Goldfield 

et al., 2013) 
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In (Doyle, 2012) arm elevation is accommodated by a structure that resembles the 

natural torque transfer mechanism of the shoulder complex in humans. An armrest is 

positioned under the arm to offer support by transferring the arm's weight to other parts 

of the upper body or by providing an opposing force in order to resist gravitational 

torque. The underarm is connected with rigid parts or with a flexible artificial tendon to 

a harness where the forces are being anchored, either at the back or at the abdomen, 

or even the hips. The aforementioned system focuses on applications where the user 

keeps their arm extended for a long time (e.g. professions such as surgeons, painters, 

hairdressers etc.). Arm elevation is implemented by a force mechanism which lifts the 

underarm from underneath, as well as with springs that are located on top of the 

underarm and push the arm slightly upwards. The amount of force that needs to be 

provided in order to compensate the arm's weight is estimated by sensing the angle of 

the armrest relative to the gravitational force vector. 

Agrawal et al. (2013) propose an exoskeleton assistive device for performing daily 

activities. The device is intended mainly for serious injury or stroke patients undergoing 

rehabilitation. The proposed mechanism consists of rigid levers connected with motor 

controlled cuffs that substitute the movement of both the lower- and upper- arm. 

Kinematic control is performed by a processor receiving signals from sensors and 

encoders that measure the relative position of the forearm to the upper arm, upper arm 

to scapula, upper arm rotation and shoulder position. Kobayashi, et al. (2004) describe 

a wearable exoskeleton device with fluid pressure type actuators where joint control is 

based on pressure sensing and compressed air supply externally controlled by a 

computer. 

Schiele et al. (2008) present a three piece exoskeleton arm (shoulder, elbow and wrist 

cuff) specially designed for space applications. The device offers a total of sixteen 

joints with sixteen degrees of freedom. The motors are connected to the exoskeleton 

joints via a series of flexible cable tendons. The system includes a rigid front and back 

plate that serve as a fixed reference point for the apparatus movements and placement 

point for the control unit respectively. The device is intended mainly on remote control 

of robotic arms. A similar concept is presented by (Sankai, 2013) where two motor 

driven joints, resembling the function of the shoulder and elbow joints, are controlled by 

physical signals of position detection and joint angle calculation. The invention is 

applicable to patients with disability of the upper limb or elderly persons with reduced 

strength. 
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Goldfield et al. (2013) propose a wearable orthotic device with dynamically adjustable 

modular components. The aim of the invention is to teach performance of human 

movements to developing infants with brain injuries. The device allows motion sensing 

with a flexible sensing material wrapped around the joints and simultaneous active 

force response through actuators. Strain and bending are measured through hyper 

elastic strain sensors. Two sets of sensors are used: one set for measuring 

spontaneous body motion and one for measuring actuator-induced changes which is 

necessary as feedback to the control algorithm. The fusion of a sensing unit and 

actuator that acts on the body part resembles the function of a motor unit, for instance 

a muscle cell or muscle fiber. The patent includes an advanced software solution with 

clock driven task scheduling (sensing - processing - actuating) including predefined 

shape detection and shape formation algorithms. 

 

1.5 Art limitations 

The concepts presented in paragraph 1.3 provide useful guidelines for the 

development of a device that facilitates arm movement under control with the use of 

physical signals as sensing inputs. However, some of the proposed solutions are not 

compatible with the requirements of a wearable device that supports activities of daily 

life in elderly. 

The overall design proposals in (Doyle, 2012; Sankai, 2013) include a number of rigid 

mechanical parts both on the arm as well as the trunk. In (Agrawal et al., 2013) apart 

from the presence of rigid parts, the system is characterised by strict motor control 

causing it to resemble a non-human robotic arm and excluding the user from actively 

participating in the movement. The same applies for the devices presented in 

(Kobayashi et al., 2004; Schiele et al., 2008) which include external control using a 

computer. The proposed models are therefore in disagreement with the aim of this 

project, where the user's input is used as an important parameter in controlling the 

system’s response. 

A concept that can be adopted for limiting the number of hard, rigid parts is substituting 

them with elastic and stretchable electronic and mechanical components that match 

the properties of the human skin, as presented in (Goldfield et al., 2013). However, the 
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proposed control algorithms are too advanced, including predefinition of pattern 

recognition algorithms and exceed the intended use. 

 

1.6 Specifications of System Requirements 

The existing concepts together with their limitations and drawbacks, as well as the 

definition of intended use for the device, can be used to identify the requirements of the 

system to be implemented. These requirements need to be considered during the 

development process of both the mechanical (actuation, force transfer) and the 

electronic (sensing, control) system. 

Concerning the mechanical system, an important requirement is optimal force transfer 

from the actuator to the upper limb. This includes the design of a system that 

maximizes the torque output of the lifting mechanism while at the same time keeps 

energy loses, such as friction, as low as possible. Another important parameter is 

creating an attachment on the arm that shares the load of the entire arm and gives a 

natural and comfortable feeling during lifting. The choice of a harness and the way the 

forces are anchored on it, as well as the selection of materials that are soft and 

wearable, play a significant role in fulfilling the desired system properties. 

An important characteristic that has been identified in requirements of usability is the 

ability to detect the user's intention and dynamically adjust the mechanical system 

properties to the user's spontaneous motion. In other words, the system should not 

replace, but rather assist the user's natural motion, by providing the necessary amount 

of support. To achieve this, an electronics-based algorithm that performs intention 

detection and partial kinematics control is required. 

The electronic system requirements can be further divided into three subsystems, 

which are interconnected: sensing, control and actuation. The sensing system 

describes the components and algorithms that detect the user's movement and provide 

the control system with sufficient information about the user's intention and real-time 

position. The control system describes the components and algorithms that receive the 

inputs from the sensing system and use this information to successfully control the 

actuator which in turn drives the desired forces to the user's arm. 
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1.7 Focus 

This thesis report describes the electronic and software development of the project. 

Emphasis is given on the construction of a complete electronic system that meets the 

device requirements as specified in the previous paragraph. This includes: 

- preparatory literature study of the human arm-shoulder biomechanics complex 

during arm elevation with a focus on elderly subjects 

- identification of the physical signals that need to be measured in order to 

provide the system with adequate sensing information 

- selection of the type of sensors that will record the aforementioned signals, in 

accordance with the wearability requirement of the device 

- optimal positioning of the sensors to achieve good detection efficiency and 

accordance with the overall mechanical design 

- construction of the algorithms for handling and evaluating the sensing data, 

both for detecting user intention as well as controlling the force actuating 

mechanism 

- selection and hardware configuration of the control unit electronics and motors, 

according to the specified mechanical and electronic requirements 

- development of the necessary methods for testing and evaluating the 

implemented solutions 
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2 Biomechanics of arm elevation and aging effects 

 

Biomechanics is defined as the study of force applications on human body structures 

such as bones, muscles and joints and their interrelations. Kinetics on the other hand 

describes the relative motion of these structures, in terms of linear and angular 

displacement, velocity and acceleration in regards to the biomechanical force that is 

applied (Bergman & Peterson, 2010). To assess the biomechanical properties of the 

human arm, a good understanding of the anatomy and kinesiology of the shoulder 

joints that participate in arm movement is required. The first paragraph describes these 

structures and their function during motion of the upper limb. The second paragraph 

focuses on research literature on movement weaknesses observed in the elderly. This 

information is an important input for the definition of the requirements of the assistive 

device for the potential user group. 

 

2.1 Biomechanics of the shoulder complex 

The shoulder complex consists of four joints, namely the the glenohumeral joint, the 

sternoclavicular joint, the acromioclavicular joint and the scapulothoracic mechanism 

(Peat, 1986). These joints are involved in the positioning of the clavicle (collarbone), 

scapula (shoulder blade) and humerus (upper arm bone) which participate in lifting the 

arm (Fig. 2.1). The joints are surrounded by ligaments and periarticular tissue that 

stabilise and protect the joint surfaces against excess load.  

The glenohumeral joint (often referred to as simply shoulder joint) is a ball-and-socket 

type of joint that connects the scapular glenoid fossa with the humerus. Most of the 

shoulder’s functional mobility is facilitated by the glenohumeral joint. An important 

difference between the glenohumeral joint and other joints in humans is the 

disagreement in size between the big humeral head in comparison to the small and 

shallow ovoid shaped glenoid fossa. This leads on one hand to a unique range of 

motion that exceeds any other human joint, but at the same time contributes to joint 

instability (Waldman, 2009). The joint’s axis of rotation is changing through motion and 

the surrounding muscle tissue is essential in maintaining the articulation between the 

humeral head and the glenoid fossa of the scapula (Peat, 1986). The glenohumeral 

joint is stabilised by the rotator cuff muscles that contribute to the joint’s movement.  
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Fig. 2.1: Skeletal anatomy of the shoulder joints 

The sternoclavicular joint connects the proximal end of the clavicle with the sternum. 

The sternoclavicular joint helps elevate/depress and protract/retract the clavicle. The 

acromioclavicular joint is responsible for the articulation between the lateral end of the 

clavicle and the acromion of the scapula. The acromioclavicular joint participates in the 

lateral rotation of the scapula when the arm is abducted to more than 100 degrees. The 

acromioclavicular joint is characterised by three degrees of freedom with the principal 

movements being gliding during shoulder joint flexion/extension and elevation/ 

depression when the scapula and humerus move during abduction. The two clavicular 

joints have distinct roles in the shoulder complex motion mechanisms, but together 

contribute to the movement of the scapula against the chest wall. The total range of 

scapulothoracic abduction is around 60 degrees, of which two thirds are contributed by 

the sternoclavicular joint and one third by the acromioclavicular joint (Peat, 1986). 

The scapulothoracic mechanism (or scapulothoracic joint) is not a true joint but a 

gliding mechanism of the anterior scapular surface on the postolateral surface of the 

thoracic cage (Peat, 1986). When the shoulder moves, the muscles that separate the 

scapula and the thorax glide over each other. The scapula can be protracted/retracted, 

elevated/depressed and rotated around a perpendicular to its flat surface axis. The 

relative position of the scapula to the chest wall is important in maintaining stability 

during arm movement. 
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Peat (1986) also describes the participation of each joint in arm elevation through the 

whole range of movement. In the initial 30 degrees of arm elevation, the glenohumeral 

movement is dominant (ratio between glenohumeral to scapulothoracic movement is 

4.3:1). From 30 degrees to full abduction, arm elevation is performed by simultaneous 

movement of the glenohumeral and scapulothoracic joints (reported ratios from 1.25:1 

to 2.34:1). The author supports that ratios may vary with plane or arc of elevation, arm 

load or anatomical variations between individuals. The clavicle and scapula are rotated 

together around an imaginary axis that starts from the sternoclavicular joint to the root 

of the spine of the scapula. This movement continues till 100 degrees of elevation, 

where the costoclavicar ligament of the glenohumeral joint hinders further movement of 

the sternoclavicular joint. The scapula, however, continues to rotate laterally by altering 

its center of rotation to the acromioclavicular joint. At full elevation, the 

acriomioclavicular joint doesn't move further and as the clavicle rotates around its long 

axis, the scapula and clavicle return to moving as a single unit. 

 

Fig. 2.2: Rotator cuff and deltoid muscles 

The necessary forces for the movement of the glenohumeral joint are provided by the 

rotator cuff muscles surrounding the joint (Fig. 2.2). The rotator cuffs are the 

supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor and subscapularis and participate actively 

during abduction and lateral rotation (Peat, 1986). Together with the supraspinatus, the 
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deltoid muscle forms a coronal force couple that contributes significantly to humeral 

abduction. Depending on the position of the arm and the various muscles participating 

in each stage, different compressive and shear forces develop on the glenohumeral 

joint, leading to a maximum resultant force of 0.89 times the body weight at 90 degrees 

of abduction (Peat, 1986). 

The rotator cuff muscles contribute to the active and passive stability of the 

glenohumeral joint. The functionality of the shoulder muscles ensure a balance 

between the translational and compressive forces that develop on the shoulder joint 

during movement (Gomberawalla & Sekiyra, 2014). Tears of the rotator cuff muscles 

lead to reduction of elevation force of the shoulder joint hindering the person from lifting 

their arm. However, if the arm is abducted passively to 90 degrees, the person is 

usually able to maintain the arm outstretched (Peat, 1986). 

 

2.2 Functionality of the arm elevation mechanism in elderly population 

Aging is often characterised by weak arm muscles and deteriorated motion capacity 

and control. The effects of aging on the shoulders are most pronounced after 60 when 

the shoulder joints become stiff leading to a reduced range of motion. The underlying 

biological cause is the age-related degeneration of the rotator cuff tendons, and 

particularly the connection point to the humeral head which is gradually transformed 

into fibrocartilage due to age-specific collagen decrease and collagen fibbers cross-

linkage increase (Gomberawalla & Sekiyra, 2014; Bassey et al., 1989). As the person 

gets older, tears on the rotator cuff are likely to occur, most often close to the bone 

attachment. Upward subluxation of the aging humeral head is also observed, which 

can be linked to previous injuries, arthritis or stroke, but even mild joint abnormalities 

simply due to normal aging factors (Bassey et al., 1989). 

Apart from biological related factors, it has also been suggested that reduced use of 

the full range of motion of the shoulder complex gradually leads to weakening due to 

biomechanical causes (Bassey et al., 1989). Although the loss of flexibility is initiated 

by biological factors, such as that of the collagen stiffness, the resulting reduction of 

mechanical function is what causes further restriction of the shoulder motion. This is 

because when a joint is not used to its full range of motion, the surrounding muscles 

adapt to this by shortening (Bassey et al., 1989). Studies have however shown that 
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stretching the muscles through exercise can reverse this procedure. To minimize the 

aging effect on the shoulder complex it is therefore desirable to eliminate the lack of 

use as far as possible, in other words to help the person maintain the ability to lift their 

arm by simply not stopping to do so. 

A number of studies have been conducted in order to measure the flexibility of the 

shoulder joint in elderly population, under comparison to healthy younger subjects. 

Some of the properties used to examine shoulder kinematics are duration of arm 

elevation, maximum speed during the movement, as well as the quality of the 

movement (for instance, the appearance of "jerk") (Yan, Jerry, & Thomas, 2010; Yan, 

2010). Other studies focus more on the range of motion (Bassey et al., 1989) or the 

muscle activity of the motor units during abduction (Cooke, Brown, & Cunningham, 

1989; Darling, Cooke, & Brown, 1989). 

In (Bassey et al., 1989) the range of shoulder abduction for older men and women was 

estimated to be slightly over 120 degrees, compared to 150 in younger population. 

Shoulder range was significantly lower for elderly women compared to men and for 

older (>75) compared to less old (65-74) subjects in both sex groups. 43% of older 

women and 28% of older men were found to be under the 120 degrees threshold which 

means that they have difficulty in performing tasks such as reaching an object from a 

shelf above the level of the head. 13% and 6% are the equivalent percentages for the 

100 degrees threshold which defines more basic tasks such as dressing. 

Shoulder range was also found to be related to handgrip force and arthritis (Bassey et 

al., 1989). Muscle strength, which can be indirectly measured by handgrip force, was 

found to be associated with better performance, especially with the ability to reach high 

in the visual workspace. On the other hand, although arthritis rarely affects the 

shoulder joint, it was observed that subjects with arthritis had weaker shoulders, most 

likely because arthritis pain hinders the person from using the muscle therefore leading 

to reduced muscle strength. A negative correlation between body mass index and 

shoulder flexibility was also reported for women, possibly due to the effect of fatty 

tissue in increasing the bending resistance of the joints. 

Motor performance in older humans is also believed to be influenced by reduction in 

cognitive and locomotor skills (Cooke et al., 1989; Darling et al., 1989). Motor 

impairment is usually connected to pathological conditions of the central nervous 

systems, such as stroke or Parkinson's disease, but experimental studies indicate that 
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decreased ability to control motion can also be a result of the normal aging process 

and particularly age-related speed decrease of muscle contraction under electrical 

stimulation (Cooke et al., 1989). 

Rapid aiming arm movement was used in (Yan et al., 2010) to study the arm 

kinematics of senior adults from a cognitive motor-control perspective. Movement time 

(related to speed), jerk (derivative of acceleration) and kinematic profiles were 

examined in twenty senior adults and twenty younger subjects. The movement was 

significantly slower in senior adults, and at the same time characterised by non-

smooth, less co-ordinated segments. The results suggest that older subjects "break-

down" the movement in segments and perform "on-line" corrections of their movement 

plan based on the input provided by their sensorimotor system. Similar results were 

obtained in (Yan, 2010) where increased use of sensory feedback during motion is 

believed to lead to slower, less consistent and less continuous arm movements. 

There seems to be a trade-off between speed and accuracy in older persons when 

executing a movement. They can either perform good accuracy movements under 

longer time or fast enough movements with significantly less accuracy (Yan, 2010; 

Darling et al., 1989). Data from experiments where the subjects were instructed to 

perform elbow flexion show that older humans are characterised by higher variability 

between different executions of the same movement (Cook et al., 1989). The 

movement is also less symmetrical which means that the lower arm is accelerated for a 

longer period during the beginning of the movement and similarly decelerated longer 

during the end of it, as opposed to younger subjects were the limb's velocity is kept 

almost constant throughout the whole movement phase. Apart from kinematic 

characteristics, electromyography (EMG) signals were measured in (Darling et al., 

1989) to confirm the movement variability hypothesis. The visualised EMG patterns 

indicated that older subjects had weaker control over the agonist-antagonistic muscles 

resulting to a deficiency in accurate movement planning. 

EMG activity was also recorded by Bleuse, et al. (2006) to examine postural control 

during arm elevation. By measuring the vertical torque while the subject stands on a 

force platform and performs movements, it was observed that lack of stability 

characterises the posture of the elderly. Rotational postural preparation, a counter-

clockwise rotation due to reactive forces and torques during right arm movement, is 

delayed in the elderly leading to the aforementioned instability. To counteract this, older 
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persons seem to develop various muscle strategies such as increasing the muscle 

effort of the thighs or changing the activation sequence of the participant muscles in 

postural stability. 
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3 Materials and Methods 

 

This chapter describes the choice of components and algorithms that were used to 

design the complete electronic system. The goal is to develop a system that detects 

the user's intention to lift their arm and supports the user by providing the required 

offset to the arm's gravitational load throughout the whole range of motion. 

The system can be divided into three modules: Sensing Unit, Control Unit and 

Actuating Unit (Fig. 3.1). The system includes the individual tasks and processes of 

each module as well as the necessary communication and data exchange between 

them. The sensors module describes the type of sensing signals that need to be 

recorded and the sensors that were selected to detect these signals. The control unit 

describes the way the aforementioned signals are exploited in order to perform 

kinematic control and drive the actuating mechanism to control the arm. The actuation 

module consists of the electronic and mechanical components for receiving the signal 

from the control unit, "translating" it into motor language and driving the motor's force to 

the user's arm. 

Fig. 3.1: General description of system’s architecture 

 

3.1 Sensing Unit 

Intention detection is a term that defines the system's capacity to understand the type 

of movement the user wants to perform. This is an essential requirement in designing a 

system that assists the arm's motion in a natural way. The users must be able to 

participate and control arm position themselves, the system shall therefore be able to 

receive the user's input and use it to optimise the control mechanism of the actuator. 

The Sensing Unit system includes all the components and algorithms for detecting the 
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user's intention as well as recording the physical signals that are used as input or 

feedback to the control unit. 

 

3.1.1 Electromyography (EMG) 

An initial approach was to proceed with electromyography (EMG) as a physiological 

signal for measuring the user's intention. Studies on EMG and Functional Electrical 

Stimulation (FES) have focused on identifying muscle activation patterns and 

classifying surface EMG sequences from the corresponding muscles (Kirsch & Au, 

1997; Lan, Yao, & Dewald, 2011). 

A number of drawbacks were however identified early during the development process. 

The studies mentioned before are mainly targeted on patients suffering from stroke 

paralysis, thus requiring intention detection very early in arm elevation. This exceeds 

the scope of the present project which requires that the user has the ability to lift their 

arm without assistance, at least to a certain angle. Moreover, the aforementioned 

studies propose the inclusion of electroencephalography (EEG) to compensate for 

weak EMG signals from particular muscles, which is not feasible in respect to the 

device's specification as an ergonomic wearable device. Other drawbacks include 

noise from neighbouring muscles, motion artefacts or electronic noise from other parts 

of the system. Another limitation is the donning/doffing and correct placement of the 

EMG electrodes which would require specialised skills and therefore restrict the user's 

ability to use the device independently. 

Based on the drawbacks identified above, the usage of EMG was excluded from the 

design of the sensing system early in the development process. 

 

3.1.2 IMU-based arm position calculation 

An Inertial Movement Unit (IMU)-based solution was proposed as an alternative to 

EMG for identifying the user's intention. Similar solutions have been proposed in a 

number of application in biomechanics, mainly for sensing of lower limb kinematics 

(Park, et al., 2011; Favre, Jolles, Aissaoui, & Aminian, 2008; Cooper, et al., 2009; 

Moreno, Lima, Ruiz, Brunetti, & Pons, 2006; Abbate, Basile, Brigante, & Faulisi, 2009). 
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An IMU sensor was placed on the user's arm to record its g-acceleration values 

𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑦, 𝑎𝑧  on the three axis of the world coordinate system. Based on the tri-axial 

acceleration data, the angle of the sensor relative to a reference coordinate system can 

be calculated. With the sensor placed on the user's upper arm, the system receives the 

value of the arm's angle and adjusts the level of force support depending on the arm's 

position. An important requirement is that the user can initiate the movement 

themselves, for example lift their arm up to 20 degrees on the sagittal or coronal plane, 

so that the system can recognise that a movement has started. 

The LSM303DLHC microelectromechanical (MEMS) sensor was chosen as the 

recording component of the tri-axial acceleration data. The sensor includes a 3D digital 

linear accelerometer and a 3D digital magnetometer to detect translation relative to the 

earth's gravitational and magnetic field respectively. The sensor is characterised by 

minimal dimensions (3.0x5.0x1.0 mm) and long moisture sensitivity (class 3) making it 

a good choice for integration into a medical assistive device. The LSM303DLHC sensor 

is integrated in the STM32F401-Discovery board which serves as the system's control 

unit (detailed description in paragraph 3.2). 

The g-acceleration data describe the sensor's orientation relative to the gravitational 

force vector. If, for instance, the z axis of the accelerometer is directed towards the 

gravity vector, while the x and y directions are vertical to it the reading on the 

accelerometer will ideally show that 𝑎𝑧 = 1𝑔 and 𝑎𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥 = 0𝑔 (Fig. 3.2). 

 
Fig. 3.2: Axis definition for LSM303DLHC accelerometer 

The device was calibrated by placing it in six known positions (𝑎𝑥 = ±1𝑔, 𝑎𝑦 = ±1𝑔,
𝑎𝑧 = ±1𝑔) and saving the read values to calculate the offset in each direction. 
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Calibration is performed by applying the following equation for each axis of the 

acceleration vector (Fisher, 2010): 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑐  − 0.5 ∗ (𝑎+1𝑔 + 𝑎−1𝑔)
0.5 ∗ (𝑎+1𝑔 − 𝑎−1𝑔)  

where 𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑐  is the raw output value of the accelerometer, 𝑎±1𝑔 the offset values 

recorded in the previous step and 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 the calibrated value. 

The accelerometer's range was set to ±2𝑔 since higher accelerations are related to 

fast motion, whereas position is what matters most in this application. By reducing the 

range, the resolution in the selected g-scale is also increased. Pre-processing of the 

acceleration values included filtering out values of acceleration that exceeded a certain 

threshold. This is to exclude rapid movements of the arm that would measure high 

acceleration values to the motion's direction and induce artefacts in the real time 

position of the sensor. Setting the threshold at 5% overshoot (±1.05𝑔) was considered 

sufficient to limit motion artefacts. 

A vector multiplication based algorithm was developed to calculate the position of the 

upper-arm in real time. The aim was to calculate the change of the angle of the sensor 

relative to the gravitational force vector by performing matrix multiplication of the 

�𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑦, 𝑎𝑧� data of two points in time. 

The vector multiplication algorithm uses two acceleration set of values obtained on the 

same sensor at two different points in time or at two different sensors at the same time. 

The aim is to find the angle difference between the two readings and this angle is 

defined as the deviation from the gravitational force vector (𝑧 axis). The algorithm uses 

a combination of dot and cross multiplication of the two sets of data. 

Let 𝑎1����⃗ =  𝑎𝑥1𝑥� + 𝑎𝑦1𝑦� + 𝑎𝑧1�̂� and 𝑎2����⃗ =  𝑎𝑥2𝑥� + 𝑎𝑦2𝑦� + 𝑎𝑧2�̂� be the tri-axial accelerations 

of two points whose relative angle 𝜃 to the gravitational force vector we wish to 

estimate. The definition and properties for the dot and cross product of the two vectors 

can be used to prove that: 

𝑎1����⃗  ∙  𝑎2����⃗ = 𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑥2 +  𝑎𝑦1𝑎𝑦2 + 𝑎𝑧1𝑎𝑧2  ↔ 
|𝑎1����⃗ ||𝑎2����⃗ | cos𝜃 =  𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑥2 +  𝑎𝑦1𝑎𝑦2 + 𝑎𝑧1𝑎𝑧2   (Eq. 1) 

and, 
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𝑎1����⃗  ×  𝑎2����⃗ = �𝑎𝑦1𝑎𝑧2 − 𝑎𝑦2𝑎𝑧1�𝑥�  + (𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑧2 − 𝑎𝑥2𝑎𝑧1)𝑦�   +  �𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑦2 − 𝑎𝑥2𝑎𝑦1��̂�     → 

|𝑎1����⃗ ||𝑎2����⃗ | sin 𝜃 =  ��𝑎𝑦1𝑎𝑧2 − 𝑎𝑦2𝑎𝑧1�
2 + (𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑧2 − 𝑎𝑥2𝑎𝑧1)2 + �𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑦2 − 𝑎𝑥2𝑎𝑦1�

2 (Eq. 2) 

Using only one of the two relations it is feasible to calculate the relative angle but would 

lead to variable resolution and sensitivity throughout the 360 degrees range. Using 

tangent instead of cosine or sine improves the algorithm by maintaining a relatively 

constant relationship between resolution and sensitivity along the 360° angle range 

(Fisher, 2010). 

By dividing the two equations, the angle between the two vectors is obtained relative to 

an arctangent term: 

𝜃 =  tan−1
��𝑎𝑦1𝑎𝑧2 − 𝑎𝑦2𝑎𝑧1�

2 + (𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑧2 − 𝑎𝑥2𝑎𝑧1)2 + �𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑦2 − 𝑎𝑥2𝑎𝑦1�
2

𝑎𝑥1𝑎𝑥2 +  𝑎𝑦1𝑎𝑦2 + 𝑎𝑧1𝑎𝑧2
 

The initial approach was to use two simultaneous accelerometer readings for detecting 

the position of the arm relative to a reference frame defined by the placement of a 

second sensor on the user's trunk. The acceleration data were read and processed 

according to the algorithms described before. The acceleration data from both sensors 

were transmitted through a USB connection to a PC and imported to a specially 

designed visualisation environment on LabVIEW (for more details on the visualisation 

environment, refer to paragraph 3.5). Performing the necessary calculations in 

LabVIEW the relative angle between the two sensors was calculated in real time. 

It was also considered feasible, under specific circumstances, to use only one 

accelerometer placed on the user's arm. With the sensor placed on the arm, the user is 

instructed to point their arm downwards in order to direct the arm in line with the gravity 

vector. The user presses a button that saves the acceleration vector at this position. 

The initial tri-axial acceleration data are then used as the reference frame for 

calculating the angle when the user lifts their arm. The real time acceleration data, 

together with the initial set of values are processed according to the vector 

multiplication algorithm and the angle between initial (0 degrees) and current value is 

calculated. 

The accuracy of the two algorithms was tested by turning the accelerometer at different 

angles and observing the real-time angle estimation on LabVIEW. 
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3.1.3 Elbow angle calculation 

The methods presented in the previous paragraph focus on the detection of the 

position of the upper arm. However, the relative position of the lower and upper arm 

should also be considered in the control algorithm, as this alters the gravitational load 

of the arm. An extended forearm changes the arm's centre of mass moving it near the 

point of the elbow. A flexed forearm on the other hand moves the centre of mass over 

the elbow thus reducing the applied torque on the shoulder cuff. The system should 

therefore be able to detect whether the elbow is flexed or extended. Two approaches 

were evaluated to satisfy this requirement. 

The first approach was to include an extra IMU on the forearm. It was considered 

however that a precise calculation of the elbow's angle need not be calculated, partly 

because the arm's load is slightly affected and also because it would increase the 

computational complexity of the system. 

The second approach, which was chosen in the system's final design, was to place a 

simple flex resistor on the elbow. The Spectra Symbol 4.5" flex sensor is a flat resistor 

with a changing resistance at different degrees of bending (Fig. 3.3). The flat resistance 

of the sensor is 10kΩ and reaches up to 90kΩ when fully bent (Datasheet: Spectra 

Symbol Flex Sensor). 

A simple voltage divider consisting of a 3V voltage supply from the control unit board 

(STM32F401), the flex resistor and a constant 30KΩ resistor was used to assess the 

flex sensor's bending by measuring the circuit's output (Fig. 3.3) 

The output is fed into the control unit's Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) to be 

processed by the microcontroller. The output of the voltage divider, while bending the 

flex sensor, was measured by reading the ADC voltage on the PC visualisation 

environment via USB. A threshold value of 1600mV at the point where the sensor is 

considered to change from flexed to extended was selected after observation to 

differentiate between the two possible states for the elbow joint. The elbow signal is 

translated into a switch-like signal which informs the control unit whether the elbow is 

flexed or extended. 
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Fig. 3.3: Spectra Symbol flex resistor (left); Voltage divider for measuring sensor’s bend (right) 

 

3.1.4 Tendon force measurement 

Apart from the signals that measure the position of the upper and lower arm, the 

system needs to record some physical signals for determining the function of the 

control system. In other words, the sensing system needs to record a signal that 

measures the behaviour of the actuating mechanism and feeds this information to the 

control unit in an iterative way. 

The choice of the sensors depends on the type of control the system implements. The 

function of the actuating unit is based on force control. The actuator drives the force to 

the arm-piece through a tendon (Fig. 3.5). The control system needs to record the 

tension force on the tendon during use and compare this value with a reference in 

order to instruct the actuator on what to do (for instance, apply more force or reduce 

the support; this is described in more detail in paragraph 3.2). What is described here is 

the components and signal processing that are used to measure the tension force on 

the tendon. 

Two Tension Load Cells (TLCs) were included for measuring tension force on different 

points on the tendon. The first TLC (SMTM Micro S-Type Load Cell by Interface) was 

placed on the tendon close to the arm piece and the second TLC (LCM201 by Omega) 

close to the actuator. Both TLCs exhibit high resolution in a 0-100N range and provide 

an output in the mV scale with a measured sensitivity of 2.359mV/V and 2.13071mV/V 
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respectively. Prior to ordering the load cells, mock-ups made of polymorph were 

designed to test compliance with the mechanical force driving mechanism (for instance, 

sensor dimensions and attachment to the tendon).  

Since the output signal of the TLCs is relatively small, an amplification circuit is 

required to increase the range of the TLC readings (Fig. 3.4). Signal amplification is 

performed by an instrumentational amplifier with two feedback resistors 𝑅𝑓, 𝑅𝑔 for 

determining the gain (𝐺 = 1 + 𝑅𝑓 
𝑅𝑔,). To select the gain, the input range of the Analogue-

to-Digital converter of the control unit board was taken into consideration (0-3V). A gain 

of 201 was estimated as a reasonable value for both sensors based on their maximum 

output values when 5V excitation is applied. To achieve this gain, the values for 𝑅𝑓 and 

𝑅𝑔 were chosen 20K and 100Ω respectively. An output filter to eliminate AC source 

noise was also implemented by placing a 100nF capacitor and 1K resistor on the 

amplifier's output. The electronic components and TLC output and voltage supply 

cables were soldered on a 60x60mm printed circuit board (PCB). 

Fig. 3.4: Amplification circuit for TLC signal  

The amplified voltage readings (𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑐) were processed according to the specifications of 

the sensors' sensitivity and gain parameters to convert voltage into force.  

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝑖𝑖 𝑁) =  𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑉𝑐𝑐
∗  𝐺 ∗  𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑠𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑦 
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Power Supply (𝑉𝑐𝑐) for the TLCs was measured with a multimeter as the STM board 

exhibited a reduction of voltage output (4.7V instead of nominal 5V) 

The signal from the TLC that was placed close to the arm-piece was used as feedback 

to the control system. The TLC near the motor was used to compare the measured 

force at the point of the actuator with that at the arm-piece and calculate friction losses 

of the mechanical system. 

Friction was calculated as the relative loss of force from the actuator to the arm-piece: 

𝐹𝐹𝑖𝐹𝑠𝑖𝐹𝑖 = 𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑐 − 𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑐

 

Both sensors were attached to the line of the tendon using screws and tying the tendon 

at the centre of the screw to ensure that the measured force is in the right direction 

(Fig. 3.5). 

 

Fig. 3.5: The actuating force is transferred to the arm-piece through an artificial tendon (left); 
the tension load cell is positioned in line with the tendon to measure tension force T1+T2 (right) 

 

 

3.1.5 Sensing Unit Architecture 

A complete electronic architecture diagram for the sensing unit is summarised under 

Fig. 3.6. 
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Fig. 3.6: Sensing Unit complete architecture 

 

3.2 Control Unit 

The control unit is responsible for receiving the inputs from the sensing unit and using 

these inputs to calculate a voltage output for driving the actuator. The STM32F401-

discovery board (66x97mm) with the LQFP100 (14x14mm) as microcontroller was 

chosen as the system's control unit. 

 

3.2.1 Communication with sensors 

The control unit is responsible, apart from performing the control of the actuator, for 

managing the communication with the inputs from the sensors. 

The microcontroller is connected internally via I2C bus communication to the board-

integrated MEMS accelerometer. The microcontroller behaves as the master, having 

unidirectional control of the bus, and the accelerometer is the slave. 

The Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC) is also controlled by the microcontroller. The 

microcontroller initializes the ADC once it's turned on and receives the analogue input 

from the Force and elbow sensors continuously. In order to accommodate more than 

one analogue input, the Direct Memory Access (DMA) of the microcontroller was 

configured. The DMA scans the ADC inputs serially and allows for more than one ADC 

channels to be read by the same A/D converter simultaneously. The ADC input range 

on the STM Discovery board is 0-3V so the sensor inputs were configured accordingly. 
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The board is also responsible for supplying power to the force sensor circuit, including 

supply for the load cells and instrumentational amplifiers (5V), and elbow flex resistor 

voltage divider (3V). 

 

3.2.2 Automatic Control algorithm 

The implemented control system is a closed loop controller that performs force control. 

A closed loop control system is described by an input, which is the reference value the 

controller wants to achieve, a transfer function, which is the way the controller 

processes the input and feedback to provide an output to the controlled system, and a 

feedback which is the actual resulting value of the system's response measured by a 

sensing system (Fig. 3.7). 

 
Fig. 3.7: Closed-loop control system 

"Force control" refers to the fact that the physical interpretation of the input and 

feedback are force signals. The controller, in other words, manipulates the motor's 

behaviour by adjusting its speed (and, therefore, position) depending on the force it 

needs to provide to the user's arm. 

3.2.2.1 Input 

The input of the controller is a reference force that depends on the angle at which the 

arm is currently elevated. This force corresponds to the desired force the actuator 

should provide to the user at the specific angle. To assess the relationship between the 

required force and the arm's elevation angle, a number of tests were performed on 

three individuals of different sizes (Small, Medium and Large).  

Three measurement sessions were acquired from each subject, each session at a 

different angle on the transverse plane (0, 45 and 90 degrees with 0° when the arm is 
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lifted on the sagittal plane and 90° on the coronal plane). The users were instructed to 

remain passive while the actuator would provide all the force for lifting their arm up to 

100 degrees. Higher values were considered negligible since after 100° it felt unnatural 

to have the motor providing all the force. It was also considered rational that the motor 

can provide a gradually increasing force up to a certain angle and a constant support 

for further elevation. 

The test data were recorded and stored using LabVIEW and processed on MATLAB to 

acquire a generic function 𝐹(𝜃) that describes the amount of force required at each 

angle of the 180° elevation range.  Data fitting was performed according to second 

order Fourier sequences. The resulting fitted curves for each transverse plane angle 

are presented below for each subject. The curves were also smoothened to 

compensate for possible steepness at the measurement limits (low and high angle 

values). 

 
Fig. 3.8: Force dependency on angle of elevation on three users of different sizes. 

Following the fact that the most practical range for performing activities of daily life is 

within 0 and 45 degrees on the transverse plane, as well as that the mechanical design 

of the system is aimed towards arm positioning in this range, a weighted averaging of 

the three curves was performed: 

𝐹(𝜃) = 0.4 ∗ 𝐹0°(𝜃) + 0.4 ∗ 𝐹45°(𝜃) + 0.2 ∗ 𝐹90°(𝜃)  

The final function for each individual is included in Fig. 3.9. This force is multiplied by a 

percentage number (amplification factor) which corresponds to the amount of support 
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the user requires. A generic value of 50% was used for each user on the plots to 

describe the force the system would deliver in each case. 

 
Fig. 3.9: Force requirement dependency on angle for each user after weighted averaging over 

the three different positions on the transverse plane 
 

3.2.2.2 Feedback 

The feedback of the system is the force measured when the device is being used. The 

signal is received from the TLC circuit in real time and transferred to the 

microcontroller. The microcontroller compares this value with the reference force at the 

current angle of elevation, and produces the error signal (𝐹(𝜃)𝑐𝑐𝑓  −  𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑚) which is 

fed in the controller's transfer function. 

3.2.2.3 Transfer Function 

The chosen transfer function is a PID (Proportional - Integrative - Derivative) controller 

that receives the deviation between reference and actual force and tries to reduce this 

error (Fig. 3.10). The controller consists of three parts, a proportional (P) part which 

performs the largest amount of error correction by reducing the present error, an 

integral (I) part that fixes the accumulation of errors over time and a derivative (D) part 

that predicts and minimizes future errors by taking into account the rate of change of 

the error. The output of the PID controller controls the actuator's speed. 
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Fig. 3.10: PID controller block diagram 

 

3.2.3 Communication with Actuating Unit 

The board has to provide an output signal, based on the PID loop's result at every step, 

to communicate the desired speed of the motor to the motor driver. The PID output 

needs to be expressed in a form that can be interpreted by the motor driver. To 

accomplish this, a digital signal of continuous pulses is generated through Pulse Width 

Modulation (PWM). This signal is a sequence of pulses whose width determines the 

target speed of the motor. PWM is configured according to the specifications of the 

motor driver in terms of pulse frequency, period and duty cycle. The Rigol DS1074Z 

oscilloscope was used to check the properties of the PWM signal.  

 

3.2.4 Additional Functions 

Additional functions are performed by the Control Unit. The Control Unit configures 

turning the device on and off when the User and Reset buttons of the board (blue and 

black respectively) are pushed and saves the reference frame for angle calculation at 

the initial (turn-on) position, as described in 3.1.2. 

When the device is powered, four light emitting diodes (LEDs) start blinking indicating 

that the device is ready to use. When the User button is pressed, a green LED lights up 

to indicate that the device is on and all processes in the control algorithm are 

performed. 
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The control unit also provides a signal informing the user that their elbow is extended, 

based on the algorithm described in 3.1.3. In that case, a red led light is turned on, 

warning the user that the force supply might not be sufficient to support the extended 

arm. 

Another function that was identified as useful, but was not implemented in this 

prototype, is to apply additional control to the limits of the motor by using a thin 

pressure potentiometer, attached at the side of the actuating unit, for measuring the 

stroke. Based on the potentiometer signal, the control unit should be able to perform 

additional position control. Such control could for instance be used to initialise the 

motor from the same position, give out a warning signal when the motor's stroke is 

reaching maximum, set limits for minimum and maximum stroke to protect the motor 

from damage etc. 

 

3.2.5 Control Unit Architecture 

A complete architecture of the control unit and its submodules and communication 

channels is presented below (Fig. 3.11). 

 

Fig. 3.11: Control Unit complete architecture 

 

3.3 Actuating Unit 

The actuation module describes the part of the system that receives an input from the 

control unit and drives the motor accordingly, providing the user with the necessary 

force support. The actuating unit consists of a linear motor that satisfies the system’s 

mechanical requirements and a driver which is the intermediate component between 

electronics (control unit) and mechanics (motor). The actuating unit also includes the 

power supply not only for the motor and motor driver but for all system electronics. 
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3.3.1 Motor 

A linear motor was chosen as the system's actuating mechanism. The system's 

mechanical requirements were specified prior to selecting the motor. The desired 

stroke for lifting the arm to 140 degrees was estimated approximately 30cm by 

positioning weights for lifting the arm at 0° and 140° and measuring the disposition of 

the tendon. A maximum linear velocity of at least 5cm/sec was specified, 

corresponding to approximately 3-seconds duration for a 90 degree elevation. The 

motor should also be able to lift a 4.5kg arm (static and kinematic load) through the 

force transfer system to the arm-piece. 

A mini track linear actuator by Firgelli Automations (FA-35-TR-12-15 model) was 

chosen as the motor for the actuating unit (Fig. 3.12). The motor exhibits high load 

capacity (300N static force) and 5cm/sec speed at 12V operation. The motor is 

characterised by a total weight of 1270g and total length of 508mm with a 381mm 

stroke. 

 
Fig. 3.12: Linear actuator and tendon placement 

The tendon was attached to a stable part on the edge of the motor passing through a 

screw attached on the movable part of the motor as seen on Fig. 3.12. In this way the 

speed of the tendon is twice as large as the speed of the actuator and the properties of 

the lifting mechanism are further improved. 

 

3.3.2 Driver 

The role of the driver is to receive the Control Unit's output and communicate it to the 

motor. The driver was chosen in accordance with the overall system architecture and 

motor requirements, such as communication channels and power supply requirements. 
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The Pololu Jrk 21v3 was selected as the driver for the actuating unit. This driver can 

operate in a broad voltage supply range (8-28V), in agreement with the operating 

voltage of the linear motor, supplying the motor with a peak output current of 5A. The 

dimensions of the driver are minimal (35x35mm) making it easy to attach to the base of 

the motor (Fig. 3.13). 

 
Fig. 3.13: Motor driver and placement on actuator 

The driver's control parameters were configured in USB-mode by choosing an open-

loop configuration where the input (target Duty Cycle) is sent directly from the Control 

Unit as a digital pulse. The feedback mode is disabled, since the control is operated by 

the PID algorithm of the control unit, and the input mode is chosen as the pulse width 

interface. 

The driver changes the speed of the motor by adjusting the voltage supply based on 

the width of the pulses it receives from the Control Unit.  The driver is also responsible 

for converting the 12V supply from the main power source down to 5V for powering the 

driver's and control unit's electronics. 

 

3.3.3 Power Supply 

Power is provided by a DC Sagitta power supply which exhibits maximum voltage of 

30V and maximum current of 5A. 

 

3.3.4 Actuating Unit architecture 

The complete architecture for the actuating unit is presented below. 
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Fig. 3.14: Actuating Unit complete architecture 

 

3.4 Integration of electronic components to system's wearable parts 

The mechanical system of the prototype includes an arm-piece for attaching the force 

transfer mechanism on the arm, a tendon for transferring the force from the actuator to 

the arm piece and a vest for anchoring the developed reaction forces on the user's 

trunk. The placement set-up includes the specifications for including the sensors, 

control unit board and actuator in the complete merged design of electronics and 

mechanics. 

The optimal placement of the control unit was evaluated in order to satisfy the 

requirements set by mechanical design restrictions or human motion artefacts. The 

contraction of biceps and triceps, when these muscles are activated, would result in 

relative dispositioning of the sensor while at the same time hinder the user from 

performing natural movements, such as elbow flexion and extension. The Control Unit 

board including the MEMS accelerometer was stacked together with the cabling and 

electronics for the tension load cells and flex sensor, imported into a 116x80x36mm 

polyamide plastic case and attached through bands onto the arm-piece, at the side of 

the arm (Fig. 3.14). 

During the testing phase, the actuator and power supply were placed on a board 

beside the user. The cables connecting the control unit to the actuating unit were lead 

through the vest at the user's back (Fig. 3.15). In the future, the cables can be sewed 

inside the vest and connect directly to the actuator. 
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Fig. 3.14: Casing for system’s Control Unit. 
USB1 and USB2 are used for programming and reading data from the board respectively. 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.15: Placement of Control Unit and cabling 
(the photo was taken prior to the design of the control unit’s casing)  

 

3.5 Visualisation environment set-up 

A visualisation environment was designed on LabVIEW to evaluate the different 

algorithms and solutions in the electronics and software development process. The 

Discovery board was configured to transfer the data through the available USB USER 

(USB2) port. The data were transferred via a USB VISA serial com-port to a LabVIEW 

program specially built for the application. 

The program includes processing of the data and visualisation of the signals handled 

by the control unit. Visualisation means include numeric indicators, waveform time 

charts, XY graphs and gauges. The signals that were evaluated include g-acceleration 

and angle data (for the IMU angle calculation algorithm), force data (for evaluating load 

tension cell functionality and recording force-angle data), other ADC inputs (e.g. for 
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elbow flex sensor circuit configuration) and control signals (force input, force feedback, 

PID error and target motor speed) for optimising the PID parameters. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
 

This chapter describes the final implementation of the system. Photos of a 

demonstration of the system at different positions are included in Fig. 4.1. 

 

     

Fig. 4.1: The user turns the device on while pointing his arm towards the ground (upper left); 
the user performs movements of the arm relevant to daily life activities such as combing or 
reaching an object. 

 

Detailed results are presented for the sensor unit algorithms, control algorithms, and 

actuation under each subparagraph. 
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4.1 IMU-based arm angle calculation 

Visualisation on the LabVIEW program for both algorithms indicated a good ability to 

estimate the angle of the sensor.  As seen in Fig. 4.2, the angle between the two 

sensors relative to the gravity vector was successfully calculated. The angle between 

the initial reference-frame and current position of the sensor was also calculated for the 

algorithm which excludes the use of a reference accelerometer (Fig. 4.3). 

 
 

Fig. 4.2: Relative angle between two sensors and indication on the visualisation environment 
(upper right of each image) 

 
 

Fig. 4.3: Relative angle of the sensor to initial (0 degrees) position. The device is initialised at 
the position on the left. 

The advantage of the second algorithm is that it doesn't require an extra 

communication channel between the two sensors and therefore reduces the complexity 

of the system. However, the position accuracy is highly depended on the initialisation of 

the device, and therefore is prone to user depended errors. As the phase of the project 

is on a proof-of-concepts basis, this error was considered negligible allowing the 

implementation of the rest of the system (control unit and actuation) on the grounds of 

this assumption. 

The use of other position sensors, such as magnetometers or gyroscopes was 

excluded. The use of magnetometers for determining the angle on the transverse plane 

would demand the use of a second reference sensor something that was omitted in the 

implemented system for the sake of simplicity as explained before. A gyroscope on the 

other hand would need the inclusion of memory in the algorithm and integration of 

values in time which would increase the computational demands of the microcontroller. 
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Overall, the solution for the calculation of the arm's angle, although having some of the 

aforementioned weaknesses, satisfies the basic requirements for a simple angle-

detection algorithm on a proof-of-concept basis for the prototype. 

 

4.2 Elbow angle estimation 

The position of the forearm relative to the upper-arm was estimated by including the 

flex sensor at the position of the elbow. When the elbow is extended a red led light 

informs the user that the actuating mechanism provides a relatively reduced support 

(Fig. 4.4). 

 
Fig. 4.4: LED indication for extended and flexed elbow 

 

4.3 Control system 

Evaluation of the control system's function was performed by testing the system on 

three different users. The users were instructed to perform movements of the upper 

arm that correspond to daily activities, such as reaching out for a glass that stands on a 

shelf, taking it down and drinking from it, taking a coat on and off, brush their hair etc.  

The implemented control system exhibited good results in following the user's intuitive 

movement. The angle detection and force control algorithm drive the motor to the 

desired stroke at acceptable speed, providing the user with the necessary support. An 

adjustment of the amplification factor was usually required for every user to optimise 

the feeling of support, although the force reference function was acquired specifically 

for each user. 
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It is likely that different users have different expectations from the assistive device and 

should therefore have the option to select the desired level of support themselves. This 

is an important finding that should be considered in designing the user interface of the 

final device. 

As far as the choice of reference force is concerned we can observe the following: 

If the curves of the three different users are superimposed, it can be shown that by 

altering the amplification factor for each user, a trend that describes the force transfer 

requirement appears (Fig. 4.5). In other words, a small amplification factor (for example 

25%) for the Large-sized user's force requirement results to similar values as a large 

amplification factor (50%) for the small-sized user. 

Fig. 4.5: Force requirement function for three different users 
at different level of support for each user. 

 

This implies that a final product could include only one adjustable parameter (the 

amplification factor) to set the level of support dependent on the user's needs. This 

would exclude the need of calibrating the device for each user individually, but would 

certainly require a larger sample of users and more testing data, such as more precise 

evaluation of the force dependency on the transverse plane angle. 

The control algorithm is mainly built for helping lift and sustain the arm to a certain 

position, but not actively supporting the user in returning their arm downwards. The 

system provides the same force reference at a specific angle of the arm, independent 
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of whether the user is adducting or abducting their arm. This makes the return to the 

initial position relatively slower compared to when the device is off. 

An aspect that could be explored further would be the ability to distinguish whether the 

user intends to move upwards on downwards by using the acceleration (angle) data 

over time and differentiating to acquire the movement direction. In this case, a separate 

force reference could be used for each case (since the force required to move 

downwards is relatively smaller than when going upwards, at the same arm-angle). 

This would improve the control's behaviour and support the user at the desired level in 

both directions. 

 

4.4 Actuating mechanism 

The actuator and force transfer mechanism provide the user with a natural feeling by 

helping both during elevation but also when sustaining the arm at a certain position. 

The selected actuator showed good results in terms of speed and force requirements. 

The motor's torque is sufficient to support the load of the arm even during motion. The 

motor's speed is acceptable according to the predefined technical requirements for the 

actuator. 

However, when the user performed rapid elevation of the arm, the maximum speed of 

the actuator was practically restricting. To evaluate the actuator's response in higher 

speeds, the motor was excited at higher voltages (up to 18V) since the force 

specification of the selected motor exceeded the required load capacity and a trade-off 

for increased speed while the force transfer is reduced could be examined. 

It is however expected that the potential end-users will not expect the motor to drive 

faster than its maximum capacity. Slow but rather accurate movements is what tends to 

describe arm elevation in elderly, as described in Paragraph 2.2., and it is therefore 

considered that the aforementioned restriction in the motor's speed is within acceptable 

limits. 

As far as the wearability and ergonomy requirements are concerned, the setup for the 

actuator is relatively bulky, at the moment requiring a board for placing the equipment 

near the user. The significant advantage of selecting a linear motor over a non-linear 

one is the ability to attach the tendon to the motor without having to design a special 
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wheel for guiding the tendon in cycles. The physical dimensions, however, remain a 

relative disadvantage, since a long linear motor is required to achieve the desired 

stroke. The power generator need also be substituted with rechargeable batteries 

compatible with the requirement for a light wearable device. 

Overall, the chosen actuator showed good mechanical properties, in agreement with 

the technical requirements of the device. However, the disadvantages related with size 

cause the actuator to be dysfunctional for use in the final product. The technical 

solution for the actuator is therefore presented here as a proof-of-concept basis and 

not as a final proposal for the end-user device. 

 

4.5 Placement of control unit on arm-piece 

The implemented setup consists of the mechanical part (including the arm-piece, 

tendon for delivering force and vest for anchoring the force on the body) and the 

electronics which include the Control unit with the integrated MEMS accelerometer, the 

elbow flex sensor, the load cell on the arm piece and all the connection cables and 

intermediate circuits. The additional load cell at the point of the actuator is not included 

in the final design, as it was only used during friction measurements. 

The final design for the control unit and sensors is practical, attaches easily to the arm-

piece using two bands and integrates well into the mechanical system design. The 

cables and circuits between the analogue inputs (flex resistor, tension load cell) are 

included in the Control Unit case. The cables for connecting the control unit to the 

actuation unit do not hinder the user as they are guided through the vest. The size of 

the load cell however, although relatively small, might interact with the shoulder plate of 

the wearable part at high angles of elevation. 

 

4.6 System friction 

The system is characterised by high friction as approximately half of the motor's pulling 

force results in friction losses through the force transfer mechanism. The friction losses 

follow an inverse relation to the angle of elevation, as lowest relative losses are 

observed at higher angles of elevation. Overall the friction is relatively independent of 

the transverse plane angle. 
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Improvements to the mechanical system are likely to be proposed to increase the 

efficiency of the force driving mechanism. However, these changes will not affect the 

electronic design of the system, since the control algorithm uses the force applied on 

the arm-piece as the control input signal and is therefore independent of friction losses 

on the force transfer mechanism. 

 
Fig. 4.6: Average friction losses at three different angles on the transverse plane. 

 

4.7 Visualisation environment 

The visualisation program that was developed allowed for fast online assessment of 

implemented software functions and algorithms as well as recording and storing data 

for offline processing and evaluation. Data storing in a memory unit could be included 

in the future to record physical activities of the user giving the ability for medical staff to 

use these measurements for evaluating the user's health and progress. 

A drawback was the requirement for USB cable connection between the board and the 

PC, limiting the possibilities of a wearable physical activity recording system. However, 

implementation of wireless communication channels, such as Bluetooth, could be used 

in the future to solve this problem. 
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5 Conclusions and future work 
 

5.1 Conclusions 

A number of conclusions are derived from the implemented technical solutions and the 

results presented in the previous chapters. The most significant conclusions are 

summarized as follows: 

i) An electronics and software based system consisting of sensors, control and 

actuation can be used to perform motion intention detection of a user with relative 

reduced muscle strength and help them lift their arm to a desired degree of elevation in 

a natural and intuitive way. 

ii) An IMU sensor-based approach can be used to calculate the user's angle and 

provide input to the intention detection and kinematic control algorithms. This is 

applicable to users with mild reduction of muscle strength since an autonomous 

movement of the upper arm is required to initiate the supporting mechanism. 

iii) A force control algorithm can be implemented to control the level of support for 

every individual user and adjust it to their requirements at the specific degree of 

elevation. The force control algorithm requires a pre-defined force reference function 

for each angle of elevation and a continuous force measurement on the user's arm, 

where the actuator's forces are attached. 

iv) A linear actuator, receiving a control input from the control unit's force adjustment 

algorithm, can be used to support the system's force driving mechanism for lifting the 

arm. 

v) Additional sensors, such as flex resistors, can be included in the system to measure 

the position of other joints relevant in arm kinematics, and provide the control system 

with additional kinematic information. 

vi) Good integration of the system's electronic components into the overall prototype 

design can be achieved by placing the control unit on the side of the specially-designed 

arm-piece, attaching the force sensor on the tendon of the force driving mechanism 

and leading the control unit's power and communication cables to the actuator through 

the vest. 
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vii) The proposed system, together with technical solutions regarding the mechanical 

design of the integrated device, can be used to assist people with reduced muscle 

strength in performing personal activities of daily life where active participation of the 

upper limb is required, such as personal hygiene, eating, drinking, dressing etc. 

viii) A potential user group for the proposed assistive technology is older users with 

reduced muscle strength. The proposed assistive technology can therefore support 

older population in improving or maintaining their ability to perform daily activities and 

overall contribute to the promotion of independent living at home. 

ix) The beneficial character of the proposed device is not limited in the execution of the 

functional tasks described above, but also relates to the positive health effects of 

increased muscle use, similar to those achieved through exercise or physiotherapy. 

 

5.2 Risk analysis 

As an input to the project’s risk management file, specific possible hazards concerning 

the use of the device were identified. The risk associated with each hazard is 

dependent on the probability of the hazard as well as the severity of the potential harm. 

A possible risk is related to the case where the arm unexpectedly falls down due to the 

tendon snapping. The severity of the harm can be considered relatively high in case 

the user holds for instance a hot object (e.g. a cup of coffee) which could potentially 

lead to injury such as minor burn. However, the likelihood of the event is considered 

extremely low and the overall risk is acceptable. The possibility of an electronic/motor 

system cause is also considered extremely low, since the actuator is linear and 

possible malfunction would not cause a free-fall of the arm but at the worst case 

scenario, a return to the 0° position at maximum velocity. 

Another risk is associated with the case where the arm is stuck at the same position 

due to mechanical cause (e.g. tendon is stuck on other parts of the system) or more 

likely due to electronic/software malfunction. The possibility is considerably high, since 

additional software controls in case of malfunction have not been added. However, the 

potential harm of the risk is negligible since it can only lead to user discomfort. A simple 

solution could be the inclusion of a “release” button for returning the arm to the start 

position in case of this event. 
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The most severe risk derives from the case where the arm is uncontrollably elevated to 

extremely high angles, outside the joint’s natural range of motion. This could result in 

serious injury such as joint fracture or dislocation or loss of postural stability and fall, 

especially if the user is an elderly person. However, by choosing a linear actuator of 

specific maximum stroke, and/or by including stroke limits adjusted to the individual 

user and controlled by a potentiometer signal, this hazard is extremely unlikely to 

occur. 

Finally, long-term effects such as strain of the joints and other parts of the body that are 

affected by force anchoring, need also be assessed by following up the health progress 

of the end-users in order to exclude the possibility of potential long-term harm. 

A table summarising the risks described before is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Risk identification 

Hazard Harm Cause Possibility1 Severity2 Risk 
Assessment 

The arm 
suddenly 
starts falling 

Minor injury 
(e.g. burn) 

Tendon snaps 1 2 Acceptable* 

The arm is 
”locked” at the 
same position 

Discomfort Electronic/SW 
or motor 
malfunction or 
tendon stuck 

2 0 Acceptable 

The arm is 
lifted at angles 
outside the 
normal ROM 

Major injury 
(joint 
dislocation, 
fracture, fall) 

Electronic/SW 
or motor 
malfunction 

0 3 Acceptable 

Long term 
strain 

Strain on joins 
or other body 
parts 

Bad 
adjustment to 
individual user, 
unexpected 
effects of long-
term use 

1 2 Acceptable* 

 

1Possibility scale: highly unlikely (0), unlikely (1), likely (2), very likely/frequently occurring (3) 
2Severity scale: discomfort (0), indirect cause of minor injury (1), minor injury/indirect cause of 
major injury (2), major injury/indirect cause of death (3) 
*Further actions should be proposed to reduce possibility of occurrence and minimise risk 
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5.3 Future work 

Room for improvement was identified in some of the implemented technical solutions 

and is addressed here for further development of the existing electronic system. 

As far as the arm position calculation is concerned, inclusion of magnetometer and 

possible gyroscope data can be considered, in line with including an additional 

reference sensor unit (most likely on the user's trunk) for determining the precise angle 

of the arm relative to the user's postural position in all anatomical planes. Active 

inclusion of other sensor data, such as elbow angle calculation can be explored further 

to describe in more detail the force requirement not only relevant to the upper arm's 

angle but also to the relative angle between the upper and lower arm. 

Development of more advanced algorithms on kinematics sensing can contribute to the 

detection of the direction of arm motion and use this information to construct a more 

advanced control algorithm for differentiating the amount of force support between 

upward and downward direction. 

As far as packaging requirements are concerned, the control unit can be specially 

designed for the application on a PCB making it possible to reduce its size and allowing 

it to integrate into the wearable part of the device (for example by sewing it inside the 

fabric of the arm piece). The wearability requirement of the final device can also be 

improved by switching to a shorter linear actuator or a small non-linear motor where a 

wheel needs to be designed for guiding the tendon through cycles. Other properties 

that should be considered when optimally selecting components for the actuating unit 

include power consumption, noise generation and weight. 

Bluetooth communication between the control unit and an external computer is another 

proposal that can be implemented for recording the user's physical activity and giving 

the possibility for offline evaluation of the user's health progress. 

Changes or improvements might also be introduced in respect to the potential risks 

associated with the use of the device as explained in 5.2. Overall, the development 

process in this thesis work supports the proof-of-concept basis for the assistive device 

leaving room for improvements and more advanced technical solutions towards a final 

end-user product. 
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Appendix 

A. STM32F401 Code  

The STM-Discovery board was programmed on Keil MDK/Arm Lite including a 

μVision4 Integrated Development Environment and Debugger.  

The Demonstration folder (including all necessary includes and defines) was 

downloaded from STM's website (download link: http://www.st.com/web/en/ 

catalog/tools/PF259243). The existing demonstration project (STM32F401-Discovery 

>> Demonstrations >> MDK-ARM >> Project.uvproj) can be edited with the code 

presented at the end of this section.  

The STM32 ST-LINK utility was installed for writing on the board (download 

link: http://www.st.com/web/en/catalog/tools/PF258168). The debugger settings were 

configured on MDK accordingly (Flash >> Properties >> the device must be chosen to 

STM32F401VC, and at Utilities and Debug the ST-Link debugger must be selected).  

The code that is relevant to the developed application is split in three parts:  

- a main function where all the initialisations for the LSM303DLHC, ADC, DMA, LEDs, 

I/O PINs, CLOCKS etc. are configured, and PWM properties for the output pin 

configured.  

- stm32f4xx_it.c, which includes the SysTick_Handler function which is 

executed at the end of the main's while loop. The function includes all the algorithms 

for calculating position according to the matrix multiplication algorithm and 

accelerometer calibration, estimating tension force, performing PID control, assigning 

the pulse's width on the output to the motor driver and sending the data to the USB 

output port in 8-bit integers. 16-bit or 32-bit integer data were split in two or four data 

"packets" to be sent to LabVIEW and "re-ordered" there.   

- transmitter.c, which sends the data to the USB output port (to be read by 

LabVIEW) 
 

The code is presented below: 
 

main.c  

  
/* Includes ------------------------------------------------------------------
*/  

#include "main.h"  

#include "usbd_cdc_core.h"  

#include "usbd_usr.h"  

#include "usbd_desc.h"  

http://www.st.com/web/en/catalog/tools/PF259243
http://www.st.com/web/en/catalog/tools/PF259243
http://www.st.com/web/en/catalog/tools/PF258168
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/*defines --------------------------------------------------------------------
*/  

#define TESTRESULT_ADDRESS         0x0803FFFC  

#define ALLTEST_PASS               0x00000000  

#define ALLTEST_FAIL               0x55555555  

#define ADC1_DR_ADDRESS     ((uint32_t)0x4001204C)  

#define   APB1_FREQ       42000000                            // Clock driving 
TIM3  

#define   CNT_FREQ        21000000                            // TIM3 counter 
clock //(prescaled APB1)  

#define   PWM_FREQ        500                               // PWM frequency 
in //(320Hz~21MHz) range: 500Hz for 2000us period  

#define   TIM_PERIOD       (((CNT_FREQ) / (PWM_FREQ))-
1)      // Autoreload reg value  

  
/* Private macro -------------------------------------------------------------
*/  

/* Private variables ---------------------------------------------------------
*/  

#ifdef USB_OTG_HS_INTERNAL_DMA_ENABLED  

  #if defined ( __ICCARM__ ) /*!< IAR Compiler */  

    #pragma data_alignment = 4     

  #endif  

#endif /* USB_OTG_HS_INTERNAL_DMA_ENABLED */  

__ALIGN_BEGIN USB_OTG_CORE_HANDLE  USB_OTG_dev __ALIGN_END;  

    

uint16_t PrescalerValue = 0;  

  
__IO double DutyCycle = 17.0625;  

__IO uint32_t TimingDelay;  

__IO uint8_t DemoEnterCondition = 0x00;  

__IO uint8_t UserButtonPressed = 0x00;  

__IO float ADC1ConvertedValue[3] = {0,0,0};  

__IO float ADC1ConvertedVoltage[3] = {0,0,0};  

uint8_t ACC_X_L;  

uint8_t ACC_X_H;  

uint8_t ACC_Y_L;  

uint8_t ACC_Y_H;  

uint8_t ACC_Z_L;  

uint8_t ACC_Z_H;  

double Marika;  

uint8_t tx_buf[64];  

  
/* Private function prototypes -----------------------------------------------
*/  

static uint32_t Demo_USBConfig(void);  

static void TIM4_Config(void);  

static void Demo_Exec(void);  

  
/* Private functions ---------------------------------------------------------
*/  

int main(void) {  

  RCC_ClocksTypeDef RCC_Clocks;  

    

  /* Initialize LEDs and User_Button on STM32F401-Discovery ------------------
*/  

  STM_EVAL_PBInit(BUTTON_USER, BUTTON_MODE_EXTI);   

    

  STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED4);  

  STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED3);  

  STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED5);  

  STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED6);  
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  /* SysTick end of count event each 10ms */  

  RCC_GetClocksFreq(&RCC_Clocks);  

  SysTick_Config(RCC_Clocks.HCLK_Frequency / 100);  

    

  if (STM_EVAL_PBGetState(BUTTON_USER) == Bit_SET) {  

    /* Turn on LEDs available on STM32F401-Discovery -------------------------
*/  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOn(LED4);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOn(LED3);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOn(LED5);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOn(LED6);   

      

    if ((*(__IO uint32_t*) TESTRESULT_ADDRESS) == ALLTEST_PASS){  

      TimingDelay = 300;  

      /* Waiting User Button is pressed or Test Program condition verified */  

      while ((STM_EVAL_PBGetState(BUTTON_USER) == Bit_SET)&&(TimingDelay != 
0x00)){}  

    }  

    else {  

      /* Waiting User Button is Released  or TimeOut*/  

      TimingDelay = 300;  

      while ((STM_EVAL_PBGetState(BUTTON_USER) == Bit_SET)&&(TimingDelay != 
0x00)){}  

      if (STM_EVAL_PBGetState(BUTTON_USER) == Bit_RESET){  

        TimingDelay = 0x00;  

      }  

    }  

    if (TimingDelay == 0x00) {  

      /* Turn off LEDs available on STM32F401-Discovery ----------------------
*/  

      STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED4);  

      STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED3);  

      STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED5);  

      STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED6);   

        

      /* Waiting User Button is released */  

      while (STM_EVAL_PBGetState(BUTTON_USER) == Bit_SET) {}  

        

      while(1){  

        /* Toggle Green LED: signaling the End of the Test program */  

        STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED4);  

        Delay(10);  

      }  

    }  

    else  

      Demo_Exec();  

  }  

  else     

    Demo_Exec();  

    

  /* Infinite loop */  

  while (1){}  

}  

  
static void Demo_Exec(void)  

{  

ADC_InitTypeDef       ADC_InitStructure;  

  ADC_CommonInitTypeDef ADC_CommonInitStructure;  

  DMA_InitTypeDef       DMA_InitStructure;  

  GPIO_InitTypeDef      GPIO_ADC;  

GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_PWM;  

TIM_TimeBaseInitTypeDef TIM3_TimeBase;                      // Time Base 
structure  

  TIM_OCInitTypeDef       TIM3_OC;                            // Output 
Compare structure  
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  LSM303DLHCAcc_InitTypeDef LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure;  

  LSM303DLHCAcc_FilterConfigTypeDef LSM303DLHCFilter_InitStructure;  

    

  RCC_ClocksTypeDef RCC_Clocks;  

  uint8_t togglecounter = 0x00;  

    

  while(1)  

  {  

    DemoEnterCondition = 0x00;  

      

    /* Reset UserButton_Pressed variable */  

    UserButtonPressed = 0x00;  

      

    /* Initialize LEDs to be managed by GPIO */  

    STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED4);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED3);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED5);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED6);  

      

    /* SysTick end of count event each 10ms */  

    RCC_GetClocksFreq(&RCC_Clocks);  

    SysTick_Config(RCC_Clocks.HCLK_Frequency / 100);    

      

    /* Turn OFF all LEDs */  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED4);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED3);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED5);  

    STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED6);  

      

    /* Waiting User Button is pressed */  

    while (UserButtonPressed == 0x00)  

    {  

      /* Toggle LED4 */  

      STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED4);  

      Delay(10);  

      /* Toggle LED4 */  

      STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED3);  

      Delay(10);  

      /* Toggle LED4 */  

      STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED5);  

      Delay(10);  

      /* Toggle LED4 */  

      STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED6);  

      Delay(10);  

      togglecounter ++;  

      if (togglecounter == 0x10)  

      {  

        togglecounter = 0x00;  

        while (togglecounter < 0x10)  

        {  

          STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED4);  

          STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED3);  

          STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED5);  

          STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED6);  

          Delay(10);  

          togglecounter ++;  

        }  

        togglecounter = 0x00;  

      }  

    }  

      

    /* Waiting User Button is Released */  

    while (STM_EVAL_PBGetState(BUTTON_USER) == Bit_SET)  

    {}  
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    UserButtonPressed = 0x00;  

      

    /* TIM4 channels configuration */  

    TIM4_Config();  

      

    /* Disable all Timer4 channels */  

    TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_1, DISABLE);  

    TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_2, DISABLE);  

    TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_3, DISABLE);  

    TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_4, DISABLE);  

/*ADC CONFIGURATION*/  

  /* Enable ADC1, DMA2, GPIO  and TIM3 clocks 
****************************************/  

  RCC_AHB1PeriphClockCmd(RCC_AHB1Periph_DMA2 | RCC_AHB1Periph_GPIOC, ENABLE);  

RCC_APB2PeriphClockCmd(RCC_APB2Periph_ADC1, ENABLE);  

RCC_APB1PeriphClockCmd(RCC_APB1Periph_TIM3, ENABLE);        // Clocking 
TIM3  (APB1 = 42MHz)  

  
  
  /* DMA2 Stream0 channel0 configuration 
**************************************/  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_Channel = DMA_Channel_0;    

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_PeripheralBaseAddr = (uint32_t)ADC1_DR_ADDRESS;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_Memory0BaseAddr = (uint32_t)&ADC1ConvertedValue[0];  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_DIR = DMA_DIR_PeripheralToMemory;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_BufferSize = 3;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_PeripheralInc = DMA_PeripheralInc_Disable;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_MemoryInc = DMA_MemoryInc_Enable;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_PeripheralDataSize = DMA_PeripheralDataSize_HalfWord;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_MemoryDataSize = DMA_MemoryDataSize_HalfWord;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_Mode = DMA_Mode_Circular;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_Priority = DMA_Priority_High;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_FIFOMode = DMA_FIFOMode_Disable;           

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_FIFOThreshold = DMA_FIFOThreshold_HalfFull;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_MemoryBurst = DMA_MemoryBurst_Single;  

  DMA_InitStructure.DMA_PeripheralBurst = DMA_PeripheralBurst_Single;  

  DMA_Init(DMA2_Stream0, &DMA_InitStructure);  

  DMA_Cmd(DMA2_Stream0, ENABLE);  

  
  
  /* Configure PC1,PC2,PC3 (ADC Channels 11,12,13) pin as analog input 
******************************/  

  GPIO_ADC.GPIO_Pin = GPIO_Pin_1 | GPIO_Pin_2 | GPIO_Pin_3;  

  GPIO_ADC.GPIO_Mode = GPIO_Mode_AN;  

  GPIO_ADC.GPIO_PuPd = GPIO_PuPd_NOPULL ;  

  GPIO_Init(GPIOC, &GPIO_ADC);  

  
  
  /* ADC 
Common Init **********************************************************/  

  ADC_CommonInitStructure.ADC_Mode = ADC_Mode_Independent;  

  ADC_CommonInitStructure.ADC_Prescaler = ADC_Prescaler_Div2;  

  ADC_CommonInitStructure.ADC_DMAAccessMode = ADC_DMAAccessMode_Disabled;  

  ADC_CommonInitStructure.ADC_TwoSamplingDelay = 
ADC_TwoSamplingDelay_5Cycles;  

  ADC_CommonInit(&ADC_CommonInitStructure);  

  
  
  /* 
ADC1 Init ****************************************************************/  

  ADC_InitStructure.ADC_Resolution = ADC_Resolution_12b;  

  ADC_InitStructure.ADC_ScanConvMode = ENABLE;  

  ADC_InitStructure.ADC_ContinuousConvMode = ENABLE;  
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  ADC_InitStructure.ADC_ExternalTrigConvEdge = ADC_ExternalTrigConvEdge_None;  

  ADC_InitStructure.ADC_ExternalTrigConv = 0;    

  ADC_InitStructure.ADC_DataAlign = ADC_DataAlign_Right;  

  ADC_InitStructure.ADC_NbrOfConversion = 3;  

  ADC_Init(ADC1, &ADC_InitStructure);  

  
  
  /* ADC1 channels 11,12,13 configuration 
*************************************/  

  ADC_RegularChannelConfig(ADC1, ADC_Channel_11, 1, ADC_SampleTime_28Cycles);  

ADC_RegularChannelConfig(ADC1, ADC_Channel_12, 2, ADC_SampleTime_28Cycles);  

ADC_RegularChannelConfig(ADC1, ADC_Channel_13, 3, ADC_SampleTime_28Cycles);  

  /* Enable DMA request after last transfer (Single-ADC mode) */  

  ADC_DMARequestAfterLastTransferCmd(ADC1, ENABLE);  

  /* Enable ADC1 DMA */  

  ADC_DMACmd(ADC1, ENABLE);  

  /* Enable ADC1 */  

  ADC_Cmd(ADC1, ENABLE);  

ADC_SoftwareStartConv(ADC1);  

  
  
  /*PWM MODULATION */  

  GPIO_PWM.GPIO_Pin   = GPIO_Pin_6;               // Ch.1 (PC6), Ch.2 (PC7)   

  GPIO_PWM.GPIO_Mode  = GPIO_Mode_AF;                         // PWM is an 
alternative function  

  GPIO_PWM.GPIO_Speed = GPIO_Speed_50MHz;                     // 50MHz  

  GPIO_PWM.GPIO_OType = GPIO_OType_PP;                        // Push-pull  

  GPIO_PWM.GPIO_PuPd  = GPIO_PuPd_UP;                         // Pulling-up  

  GPIO_Init(GPIOC, &GPIO_PWM);                                // Initializing 
GPIOC structure  

  GPIO_PinAFConfig(GPIOC, GPIO_PinSource6, GPIO_AF_TIM3);     // Routing TIM3 
output to PC6  

 // GPIO_PinAFConfig(GPIOC, GPIO_PinSource7, GPIO_AF_TIM3);     // Routing 
TIM3 output to PC7  

   

  TIM3_TimeBase.TIM_ClockDivision = 0;                        // Not dividing  

  TIM3_TimeBase.TIM_CounterMode   = TIM_CounterMode_Up;       // Upcounting co
nfiguration  

  TIM3_TimeBase.TIM_Period        = 
TIM_PERIOD;               // Autoreload value (ARR)   

  TIM3_TimeBase.TIM_Prescaler     = 15;            // observation derived 
value, if this is 15 and PWM_FREQ=500 then actual freq=125Hz  

  TIM_TimeBaseInit(TIM3, &TIM3_TimeBase);                     // Initializing 
Time Base structure  

   

  TIM3_OC.TIM_OCMode      = TIM_OCMode_PWM1;                  // Edge-aligned 
mode  

  TIM3_OC.TIM_OutputState = TIM_OutputState_Enable;           // Enabling the 
Output Compare state  

  TIM3_OC.TIM_OCPolarity  = TIM_OCPolarity_High;              // Regular 
polarity (low will inverse it)  

  //TIM3_OC.TIM_Pulse       = TIM_PULSE_CH1;                  // Output 
Compare 1 reg value  

  TIM_OC1Init(TIM3, &TIM3_OC);                                // Initializing 
Output Compare 1 structure  

  TIM_OC1PreloadConfig(TIM3, TIM_OCPreload_Disable);          // Disabling 
Ch.1 Output Compare preload  

     

   

   

  TIM_Cmd(TIM3, ENABLE);                                      // Ready, Set, 
Go!  

/* while (1)  

{  
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//loop for testing PWM  

DutyCycle=DutyCycle-0.05;  

if (DutyCycle < 12.0625) {  

while(DutyCycle<22.0625){   

DutyCycle=DutyCycle+0.05;  

Marika = (((DutyCycle) * (CNT_FREQ)) / ((PWM_FREQ) * (100)))    ;  //update 
output compare 1 reg. (increase D.C. by 1%)  

TIM3->CCR1 = (int16_t)(Marika);   

Delay(5);  

};  

 }  

Marika = (((DutyCycle) * (CNT_FREQ)) / ((PWM_FREQ) * (100)))    ;  //update 
output compare 1 reg. (increase D.C. by 1%)  

  
  
TIM3->CCR1 = (int16_t)(Marika);  

Delay(5);  

}  

*/  

    /* MEMS configuration ----------------------------------------------------
--*/  

    /* Fill the accelerometer structure */  

    LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure.Power_Mode = LSM303DLHC_NORMAL_MODE;  

    LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure.AccOutput_DataRate = LSM303DLHC_ODR_50_HZ;  

    LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure.Axes_Enable= LSM303DLHC_AXES_ENABLE;  

    LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure.AccFull_Scale = LSM303DLHC_FULLSCALE_2G;  

    LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure.BlockData_Update = 
LSM303DLHC_BlockUpdate_Continous;  

    LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure.Endianness=LSM303DLHC_BLE_LSB;  

    LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure.High_Resolution=LSM303DLHC_HR_ENABLE;  

    /* Configure the accelerometer main parameters */  

    LSM303DLHC_AccInit(&LSM303DLHCAcc_InitStructure);  

  
  
    /* Required delay for the MEMS Accelerometre: Turn-on time = 3/Output data 
Rate   

    = 3/100 = 30ms */  

    Delay(30);  

  
  
   DemoEnterCondition = 0x01;   

      

    /* Fill the accelerometer LPF structure */  

    LSM303DLHCFilter_InitStructure.HighPassFilter_Mode_Selection 
=LSM303DLHC_HPM_NORMAL_MODE;  

    LSM303DLHCFilter_InitStructure.HighPassFilter_CutOff_Frequency = 
LSM303DLHC_HPFCF_16;  

    LSM303DLHCFilter_InitStructure.HighPassFilter_AOI1 = 
LSM303DLHC_HPF_AOI1_DISABLE;  

    LSM303DLHCFilter_InitStructure.HighPassFilter_AOI2 = 
LSM303DLHC_HPF_AOI2_DISABLE;  

      

    /* Configure the accelerometer LPF main parameters */  

    LSM303DLHC_AccFilterConfig(&LSM303DLHCFilter_InitStructure);  

      

Delay(30);  

Delay(30);  

    /* USB configuration */  

    Demo_USBConfig();  

      

    /* Waiting User Button is pressed */  

    while (UserButtonPressed == 0x00)  

    {}  
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    /* Waiting User Button is Released */  

    while (STM_EVAL_PBGetState(BUTTON_USER) == Bit_SET)  

    {}  

      

    /* Disable I2C1 used to drive the MEMS accelerometre */  

    I2C_Cmd(LSM303DLHC_I2C, DISABLE);  

      

    /* Disconnect the USB device */  

    DCD_DevDisconnect(&USB_OTG_dev);  

    USB_OTG_StopDevice(&USB_OTG_dev);  

  }  

}  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  Initializes the USB for the demonstration application.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

static uint32_t Demo_USBConfig(void)  

{  

  USBD_Init(&USB_OTG_dev,  

            USB_OTG_FS_CORE_ID,  

            &USR_desc,   

            &USBD_CDC_cb,   

            &USR_cb);  

    

  return 0;  

}  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  Configures the TIM Peripheral.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

static void TIM4_Config(void)  

{  

  GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_InitStructure;  

  TIM_OCInitTypeDef  TIM_OCInitStructure;  

  TIM_TimeBaseInitTypeDef  TIM_TimeBaseStructure;  

    

  /* --------------------------- System Clocks Configuration -----------------
*/  

  /* TIM4 clock enable */  

  RCC_APB1PeriphClockCmd(RCC_APB1Periph_TIM4, ENABLE);  

    

  /* GPIOD clock enable */  

  RCC_AHB1PeriphClockCmd(RCC_AHB1Periph_GPIOD, ENABLE);  

  
  
  /*-------------------------- GPIO Configuration ----------------------------
*/  

  /* GPIOD Configuration: Pins 12, 13, 14 and 15 in output push-pull */  

  GPIO_InitStructure.GPIO_Pin = GPIO_Pin_12 | GPIO_Pin_13 | GPIO_Pin_14 | 
GPIO_Pin_15;  

  GPIO_InitStructure.GPIO_Mode = GPIO_Mode_AF;  

  GPIO_InitStructure.GPIO_OType = GPIO_OType_PP;  

  GPIO_InitStructure.GPIO_PuPd = GPIO_PuPd_NOPULL;  

  GPIO_InitStructure.GPIO_Speed = GPIO_Speed_100MHz;  

  GPIO_Init(GPIOD, &GPIO_InitStructure);  
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  /* Connect TIM4 pins to AF2 */    

  GPIO_PinAFConfig(GPIOD, GPIO_PinSource12, GPIO_AF_TIM4);  

  GPIO_PinAFConfig(GPIOD, GPIO_PinSource13, GPIO_AF_TIM4);   

  GPIO_PinAFConfig(GPIOD, GPIO_PinSource14, GPIO_AF_TIM4);  

  GPIO_PinAFConfig(GPIOD, GPIO_PinSource15, GPIO_AF_TIM4);   

    

    /* -----------------------------------------------------------------------
  

    TIM4 Configuration: Output Compare Timing Mode:  

      

    In this example TIM4 input clock (TIM4CLK) is set to 2 * APB1 clock 
(PCLK1),   

    since APB1 prescaler is different from 1 (APB1 Prescaler = 4, see 
system_stm32f4xx.c file).  

      TIM4CLK = 2 * PCLK1    

      PCLK1 = HCLK / 4   

      => TIM4CLK = 2*(HCLK / 4) = HCLK/2 = SystemCoreClock/2  

           

    To get TIM4 counter clock at 2 KHz, the prescaler is computed as follows:  

       Prescaler = (TIM4CLK / TIM1 counter clock) - 1  

       Prescaler = (84 MHz/(2 * 2 KHz)) - 1 = 41999  

                                          

    To get TIM4 output clock at 1 Hz, the period (ARR)) is computed as 
follows:  

       ARR = (TIM4 counter clock / TIM4 output clock) - 1  

           = 1999  

                      

    TIM4 Channel1 duty cycle = (TIM4_CCR1/ TIM4_ARR)* 100 = 50%  

    TIM4 Channel2 duty cycle = (TIM4_CCR2/ TIM4_ARR)* 100 = 50%  

    TIM4 Channel3 duty cycle = (TIM4_CCR3/ TIM4_ARR)* 100 = 50%  

    TIM4 Channel4 duty cycle = (TIM4_CCR4/ TIM4_ARR)* 100 = 50%  

      

    ==> TIM4_CCRx = TIM4_ARR/2 = 1000  (where x = 1, 2, 3 and 4).  

    

    Note:   

     SystemCoreClock variable holds HCLK frequency and is defined in 
system_stm32f4xx.c file.  

     Each time the core clock (HCLK) changes, user had to 
call SystemCoreClockUpdate()  

     function to update SystemCoreClock variable value. Otherwise, any 
configuration  

     based on this variable will be incorrect.      

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- */   

    

    

  /* Compute the prescaler value */  

  PrescalerValue = (uint16_t) ((SystemCoreClock /2) / 2000) - 1;  

    

  /* Time base configuration */  

  TIM_TimeBaseStructure.TIM_Period = TIM_ARR;  

  TIM_TimeBaseStructure.TIM_Prescaler = PrescalerValue;  

  TIM_TimeBaseStructure.TIM_ClockDivision = 0;  

  TIM_TimeBaseStructure.TIM_CounterMode = TIM_CounterMode_Up;  

  TIM_TimeBaseInit(TIM4, &TIM_TimeBaseStructure);  

    

  /* Enable TIM4 Preload register on ARR */  

  TIM_ARRPreloadConfig(TIM4, ENABLE);  

    

  /* TIM PWM1 Mode configuration: Channel */  

  TIM_OCInitStructure.TIM_OCMode = TIM_OCMode_PWM1;  

  TIM_OCInitStructure.TIM_OutputState = TIM_OutputState_Enable;  

  TIM_OCInitStructure.TIM_Pulse = TIM_CCR;  

  TIM_OCInitStructure.TIM_OCPolarity = TIM_OCPolarity_High;  
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  /* Output Compare PWM1 Mode configuration: Channel1 */  

  TIM_OC1Init(TIM4, &TIM_OCInitStructure);  

  TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_1, DISABLE);  

    

  TIM_OC1PreloadConfig(TIM4, TIM_OCPreload_Enable);  

    

  /* Output Compare PWM1 Mode configuration: Channel2 */  

  TIM_OC2Init(TIM4, &TIM_OCInitStructure);  

  TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_2, DISABLE);  

    

  TIM_OC2PreloadConfig(TIM4, TIM_OCPreload_Enable);  

      

  /* Output Compare PWM1 Mode configuration: Channel3 */  

  TIM_OC3Init(TIM4, &TIM_OCInitStructure);  

  TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_3, DISABLE);  

    

  TIM_OC3PreloadConfig(TIM4, TIM_OCPreload_Enable);  

    

  /* Output Compare PWM1 Mode configuration: Channel4 */  

  TIM_OC4Init(TIM4, &TIM_OCInitStructure);  

  TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_4, DISABLE);  

    

  TIM_OC4PreloadConfig(TIM4, TIM_OCPreload_Enable);  

    

  /* TIM4 enable counter */  

  TIM_Cmd(TIM4, ENABLE);  

}  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  Inserts a delay time.  

  * @param  nTime: specifies the delay time length, in 10 ms.  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void Delay(__IO uint32_t nTime)  

{  

  TimingDelay = nTime;  

  
  
  while(TimingDelay != 0);  

}  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  Decrements the TimingDelay variable.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void TimingDelay_Decrement(void)  

{  

  if (TimingDelay != 0x00)  

  {   

    TimingDelay--;  

  }  

}  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  This function handles the test program fail.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  
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void Fail_Handler(void)  

{  

  /* Erase last sector */   

  FLASH_EraseSector(FLASH_Sector_11, VoltageRange_3);  

  /* Write FAIL code at last word in the flash memory */  

  FLASH_ProgramWord(TESTRESULT_ADDRESS, ALLTEST_FAIL);  

    

  while(1)  

  {  

    /* Toggle Red LED */  

    STM_EVAL_LEDToggle(LED5);  

    Delay(5);  

  }  

}  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  LSM303DLHC MEMS accelerometre management of the timeout 
situation.  

  * @param  None.  

  * @retval None.  

  */  

uint32_t LSM303DL_TIMEOUT_UserCallback(void)  

{  

  /* MEMS Accelerometer Timeout error occured during Test program execution 
*/  

  if (DemoEnterCondition == 0x00)  

  {  

    /* Timeout error occured for SPI TXE/RXNE flags waiting loops.*/  

    Fail_Handler();      

  }  

  /* MEMS Accelerometer Timeout error occured during Demo execution */  

  else  

  {  

    while (1)  

    {     

    }  

  }  

  return 0;    

}  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  L3GD20 MEMS accelerometre management of the timeout situation.  

  * @param  None.  

  * @retval None.  

  */  

uint32_t L3GD20_TIMEOUT_UserCallback(void)  

{  

  /* MEMS Accelerometer Timeout error occured during Test program execution 
*/  

  if (DemoEnterCondition == 0x00)  

  {  

    /* Timeout error occured for SPI TXE/RXNE flags waiting loops.*/  

    Fail_Handler();      

  }  

  /* MEMS Accelerometer Timeout error occured during Demo execution */  

  else  

  {  

    while (1)  

    {     

    }  

  }  

  return 0;    
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}  

  
  
#ifdef  USE_FULL_ASSERT  

  
  
/**  

  * @brief  Reports the name of the source file and the source line number  

  *   where the assert_param error has occurred.  

  * @param  file: pointer to the source file name  

  * @param  line: assert_param error line source number  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void assert_failed(uint8_t* file, uint32_t line)  

{   

  /* User can add his own implementation to report the file name and line 
number,  

     ex: printf("Wrong parameters value: file %s on line %d\r\n", file, line) 
*/  

  
  
  /* Infinite loop */  

  while (1)  

  {  

  }  

}  

#endif  

  
  
/**  

  * @}  

  */  

  
 
  
stm32f4xx_it.c  
 
 
/* Includes ------------------------------------------------------------------
*/  

#include "stm32f4xx_it.h"  

#include "main.h"  

#include "usb_core.h"  

#include "usbd_core.h"  

#include "stm32f401_discovery.h"  

#include "usbd_cdc_core.h"  

#include "usbd_cdc_vcp.h"  

#include "math.h"  

  
/** @addtogroup STM32F401-Discovery_Demo  

  * @{  

  */  

/* Private typedef -----------------------------------------------------------
*/  

/* Private define ------------------------------------------------------------
*/  

#define RAD_TO_100DEG           5729.57795130823208768   

#define   APB1_FREQ       42000000                            // Clock driving 
TIM3  

#define   CNT_FREQ        21000000                            // TIM3 counter 
clock (prescaled APB1)  
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#define   PWM_FREQ        500                               // PWM frequency 
in (320Hz~21MHz) range: 500Hz for 2000us period  

#define   TIM_PERIOD       (((CNT_FREQ) / (PWM_FREQ))-
1)      // Autoreload reg value  

  
/* small user  

__IO float F_ref[181] = 
{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.44,1.34,2.71,4.59,6
.99,9.05,10.76,12.09,13.02,13.53,14.05,14.56,15.08,15.59,16.11,16.63,17.14,17.
65,18.16,18.67,19.17,19.66,20.14,20.61,21.07,21.52,21.95,22.36,22.75,23.13,23.
48,23.82,24.13,24.43,24.71,24.97,25.21,25.43,25.64,25.84,26.03,26.21,26.39,26.
56,26.73,26.91,27.08,27.27,27.46,27.67,27.88,28.11,28.36,28.62,28.89,29.19,29.
49,29.82,30.16,30.51,30.87,31.24,31.61,31.99,32.37,32.75,33.13,33.49,33.85,34.
19,34.52,34.82,35.11,35.36,35.60,35.80,35.98,36.12,36.24,36.34,36.41,36.47,36.
50,36.52,36.53,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.
54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.
54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.
54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.
54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.
54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54,36.54  

};*/  

  
//large user  

__IO float F_ref[181] = 
{0.0052387,0.65911,1.313,1.9669,2.6207,3.2746,3.9285,4.5824,5.2362,5.8901,6.54
4,7.1979,7.8517,8.5056,9.1595,9.8134,10.467,11.121,11.775,12.429,13.083,13.737
,14.39,15.044,15.698,16.352,17.006,17.66,18.314,18.968,19.621,20.65,21.501,22.
346,23.184,24.018,24.846,25.671,26.49,27.306,28.118,28.927,29.732,30.533,31.33
1,32.125,32.915,33.701,34.482,35.258,36.028,36.792,37.549,38.298,39.038,39.769
,40.489,41.197,41.892,42.573,43.239,43.887,44.518,45.128,45.717,46.283,46.824,
47.338,47.824,48.281,48.705,49.096,49.45,49.767,50.045,50.28,50.472,50.619,50.
718,50.768,50.767,50.713,50.605,50.441,50.218,49.935,49.59,49.182,48.709,48.17
1,47.568,46.905,46.188,45.431,44.656,43.886,43.152,42.481,41.899,41.419,41.047
,40.775,40.591,40.475,40.408,40.373,40.356,40.349,40.347,40.346,40.346,40.346,
40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,4
0.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40
.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.
346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.3
46,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.34
6,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346,40.346
,40.346};  

  
//medium user  

//__IO float F_ref[181] 
={0.50448,1.6186,2.2474,2.8105,3.082,3.1846,3.1376,3.0252,2.8887,2.7652,2.6742
,2.6194,2.6,2.615,2.6642,2.7492,2.8732,3.0415,3.2601,3.5344,3.8676,4.2603,4.71
1,5.2159,5.771,6.3721,7.0156,7.6986,8.4181,9.1717,9.9567,10.77,11.61,12.474,13
.359,14.263,15.183,16.117,17.063,18.018,18.981,19.948,20.918,21.889,22.859,23.
827,24.79,25.748,26.698,27.64,28.573,29.495,30.406,31.304,32.19,33.062,33.92,3
4.764,35.593,36.407,37.205,37.989,38.757,39.51,40.247,40.97,41.677,42.37,43.04
9,43.713,44.363,44.999,45.622,46.231,46.826,47.409,47.979,48.536,49.08,49.611,
50.129,50.634,51.126,51.604,52.068,52.519,52.955,53.376,53.781,54.171,54.544,5
4.9,55.239,55.559,55.86,56.142,56.402,56.64,56.852,57.037,57.19,57.31,57.398,5
7.458,57.494,57.513,57.522,57.525,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57
.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.
526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.5
26,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.52
6,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526
,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,
57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526,57.526};
  

  
extern uint8_t ACC_X_L;  

extern uint8_t ACC_X_H;  
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extern uint8_t ACC_Y_L;  

extern uint8_t ACC_Y_H;  

extern uint8_t ACC_Z_L;  

extern uint8_t ACC_Z_H;  

extern uint8_t tx_buf[64];  

extern uint16_t ADC1ConvertedValue[3];  

extern uint16_t ADC1ConvertedVoltage[3];  

  
/* Private macro -------------------------------------------------------------
*/  

/* Private variables ---------------------------------------------------------
*/  

extern __IO uint8_t DemoEnterCondition;  

uint8_t Counter  = 0x00;  

uint8_t Counter2 = 0x00;  

//PID  

const float AMPLIFICATION_FACTOR = 0.7;  

const float Kp = 0.7;  

const float Ki =  0.005;  

const float Kd =  0.001;  

const float epsilon = 0.1;  

const float h = 0.001; //10ms PID step  

float error_old =0 ;  

float integral = 0;  

float derivative = 0;  

float V = 0.0; //Control old value (init. at zero)  

extern __IO uint8_t UserButtonPressed;  

__IO uint8_t TempAcceleration = 0;  

/* Private function prototypes -----------------------------------------------
*/  

extern USB_OTG_CORE_HANDLE           USB_OTG_dev;  

extern uint32_t USBD_OTG_ISR_Handler (USB_OTG_CORE_HANDLE *pdev);  

extern double DutyCycle;  

extern double Marika;  

  
  
/*****************************************************************************
*/  

/*            Cortex-M3 Processor Exceptions 
Handlers                         */  

/*****************************************************************************
*/  

/**  

  * @brief   This function handles NMI exception.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void NMI_Handler(void)  

{  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles Hard Fault exception.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void HardFault_Handler(void)  

{  

  /* Go to infinite loop when Hard Fault exception occurs */  

  while (1)  

  {  

  }  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles Memory Manage exception.  
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  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void MemManage_Handler(void)  

{  

  /* Go to infinite loop when Memory Manage exception occurs */  

  while (1)  

  {  

  }  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles Bus Fault exception.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void BusFault_Handler(void)  

{  

  /* Go to infinite loop when Bus Fault exception occurs */  

  while (1)  

  {  

  }  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles Usage Fault exception.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void UsageFault_Handler(void)  

{  

  /* Go to infinite loop when Usage Fault exception occurs */  

  while (1)  

  {  

  }  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles SVCall exception.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void SVC_Handler(void)  

{  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles Debug Monitor exception.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void DebugMon_Handler(void)  

{  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles PendSVC exception.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void PendSV_Handler(void)  

{  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles SysTick Handler.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void SysTick_Handler(void)  

{  
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/* calibration parametres (at +-g) */   

const float c0x=16000, c180x=-16640;  

const float c0y=15888, c180y=-16112;  

const float c0z=16256, c180z=-17056;  

/* aain k, offset l for acc */  

const float kx=-2/(c180x-c0x), lx=1+2*c0x/(c180x-c0x);  

const float ky=-2/(c180y-c0y), ly=1+2*c0y/(c180y-c0y);   

const float kz=-2/(c180z-c0z), lz=1+2*c0z/(c180z-c0z);   

const int THRESHOLD = 1050;  

const float G_TO_1000MG = 1000;  

  int16_t accx1, accy1, accz1; //raw values  

int16_t accx2, accy2, accz2;   

float ax1, ay1, az1; //float acc values in g  

float ax2, ay2, az2;  

int16_t ax2mg, ay2mg, az2mg; // int acc values in mg  

  int16_t angle; //angle in 100th of degree  

int16_t angle180; //angle in 1 degree resolution (0 to 180 degrees);  

float Fref; //Reference (required) force (input to control)  

float F; //Actual measured force  

//float Fold; //Measured force from previous loop  

float Vraw; //Control output  

float PID_error;  

  
TimingDelay_Decrement();  

  if (DemoEnterCondition == 0x00)  

  {  

    TimingDelay_Decrement();  

  }  

  else  

  {  

send_data(20, tx_buf);   

if (Counter2 == 0) /*initial position of sensor is calculated only once at 
initialisation */  

{  

/* Disable All TIM4 Capture Compare Channels */  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_1, DISABLE);  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_2, DISABLE);  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_3, DISABLE);  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_4, DISABLE);  

      /* Read Acc Data at Initial Position */   

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_X_H_A, 1, &tx_buf[30]);  

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_X_L_A, 1, 
&tx_buf[31]);   

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Y_H_A, 1, &tx_buf[32]);  

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Y_L_A, 1, &tx_buf[33]);  

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Z_H_A, 1, &tx_buf[34]);  

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Z_L_A, 1, &tx_buf[35]);  

   

   

STM_EVAL_LEDOn(LED4);  

Counter2 ++;  

}  

    Counter ++;  

    if (Counter == 2) /*loop meassures current sensor position */  

    {  

      /* Disable All TIM4 Capture Compare Channels */  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_1, DISABLE);  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_2, DISABLE);  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_3, DISABLE);  

      TIM_CCxCmd(TIM4, TIM_Channel_4, DISABLE);  

    

      /* Read Accelerometer */   

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_X_H_A, 1, &tx_buf[0]);  

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_X_L_A, 1, &tx_buf[1]);   

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Y_H_A, 1, &tx_buf[2]);  
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      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Y_L_A, 1, &tx_buf[3]);  

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Z_H_A, 1, &tx_buf[4]);  

      LSM303DLHC_Read(ACC_I2C_ADDRESS, LSM303DLHC_OUT_Z_L_A, 1, &tx_buf[5]);  

     

/*CURRENT POSITION*/  

/* raw acc values to uint16 representation */  

accx2=(tx_buf[0]<<8)+tx_buf[1];  

accy2=(tx_buf[2]<<8)+tx_buf[3];  

accz2=(tx_buf[4]<<8)+tx_buf[5];  

/*callibraion*/  

ax2=kx*(float)accx2+lx;  

ay2=ky*(float)accy2+ly;    

az2=kz*(float)accz2+lz;  

/*filtering of high acceleration (non-g)*/  

ax2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*ax2);  

ay2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*ay2);  

az2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*az2);  

if (ax2mg>THRESHOLD)  

{ax2mg=THRESHOLD;  

ax2 = ((float)ax2mg)/G_TO_1000MG;  

ax2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*ax2);}  

if (ax2mg<-THRESHOLD)  

{ax2mg=-THRESHOLD;  

 ax2 = ((float)ax2mg)/G_TO_1000MG;  

ax2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*ax2);}  

if (ay2mg>THRESHOLD)  

{ay2mg=THRESHOLD;  

ay2 = ((float)ay2mg)/G_TO_1000MG;  

ay2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*ay2);}  

if (ay2mg<-THRESHOLD)  

{ay2mg=-THRESHOLD;  

ay2 = ((float)ay2mg)/G_TO_1000MG;  

ay2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*ay2);}  

if (az2mg>THRESHOLD)  

{az2mg=THRESHOLD;  

az2 = ((float)az2mg)/G_TO_1000MG;  

az2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*az2);}  

if (az2mg<-THRESHOLD)  

{az2mg=-THRESHOLD;  

az2 = ((float)az2mg)/G_TO_1000MG;  

az2mg = (int16_t)(G_TO_1000MG*az2);}  

/*refill buffer with filtered acc values in mg*/  

tx_buf[1] = (int8_t)ax2mg;  

tx_buf[0] = (int8_t)(ax2mg>>8);  

tx_buf[3] = (int8_t)ay2mg;  

tx_buf[2] = (int8_t)(ay2mg>>8);  

tx_buf[5] = (int8_t)az2mg;  

tx_buf[4] = (int8_t)(az2mg>>8);  

/*INITIAL POSITION*/  

/*raw acc values to uint16 representation */  

accx1=(tx_buf[30]<<8)+tx_buf[31];  

accy1=(tx_buf[32]<<8)+tx_buf[33];  

accz1=(tx_buf[34]<<8)+tx_buf[35];  

   /* callbrated acc values for initial position*/   

ax1=kx*(float)accx1+lx;  

ay1=ky*(float)accy1+ly;    

az1=kz*(float)accz1+lz;  

  
angle = (int16_t)(RAD_TO_100DEG*atan(sqrt((ay1*az2-ay2*az1)*(ay1*az2-ay2*az1) 
+ (ax2*az1-ax1*az2)*(ax2*az1-ax1*az2) + (ax1*ay2-ay1*ax2)*(ax1*ay2-
ay1*ax2))/(ax1*ax2+ay1*ay2+az1*az2)));  

if (angle<0) angle=18000+angle;  

tx_buf[7] = (int8_t)angle;  

tx_buf[6] = (int8_t)(angle>>8);  

ADC1ConvertedVoltage[0] = ADC1ConvertedValue[0] *3000/0xFFF ;  
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ADC1ConvertedVoltage[1] = ADC1ConvertedValue[1] *3000/0xFFF ;  

ADC1ConvertedVoltage[2] = ADC1ConvertedValue[2] *3000/0xFFF;  

tx_buf[9] = (int8_t)(ADC1ConvertedVoltage[0]);  

tx_buf[8] = (int8_t)(ADC1ConvertedVoltage[0]>>8);  

tx_buf[11] = (int8_t)(ADC1ConvertedVoltage[1]);  

tx_buf[10] = (int8_t)(ADC1ConvertedVoltage[1]>>8);  

tx_buf[13] = (int8_t)(ADC1ConvertedVoltage[2]);  

tx_buf[12] = (int8_t)(ADC1ConvertedVoltage[2]>>8);  

if (ADC1ConvertedVoltage[2] > 1600) {  

STM_EVAL_LEDInit(LED5);  

STM_EVAL_LEDOn(LED5);}  

if(ADC1ConvertedVoltage[2] < 1600)  

{STM_EVAL_LEDOff(LED5);}  

angle180 = angle/100;  

Fref =F_ref[angle180];  //Find reference valeue based on given angle in N  

F = ADC1ConvertedVoltage[0]/20.1647424;     //Measured force in N  

/* CONTROL */  

/*---------*/  

//neglect error before 30 degrees  

// if (angle180<30) {  

// F=0;}  

tx_buf[15] = (int8_t)((int16_t)(100*AMPLIFICATION_FACTOR*Fref));  

tx_buf[14] = (int8_t)(((int16_t)(100*AMPLIFICATION_FACTOR*Fref))>>8);  

tx_buf[19] = (int8_t)((int16_t)(100*F));  

tx_buf[18] = (int8_t)(((int16_t)(100*F))>>8);  

//PWM test  

//DutyCycle=DutyCycle-0.05;  

//if (DutyCycle < 12.0625) {  

//DutyCycle=22.0625;}  

//Marika = (((DutyCycle) * (CNT_FREQ)) / ((PWM_FREQ) * (100)))    ;  //update 
output compare 1 reg. (increase D.C. by 1%)  

//TIM3->CCR1 = (int16_t)(Marika);   

  
  
// PID   

PID_error = AMPLIFICATION_FACTOR * Fref - F;  

if (PID_error > 0.1 | PID_error < -0.1)   //dont integrate error smaller than 
1 newton  

{ integral = integral+PID_error*h ;}  

derivative = (PID_error - error_old) / h;  

  
Vraw = Kp*PID_error+Ki*integral+Kd*derivative;  

  
if (Vraw>5) {Vraw = 5;}      

if (Vraw<-5) {Vraw=-5;}  

V = 0.5*Vraw + 0.5*V;   //filter  

  
DutyCycle = 17.0625 + V;  

tx_buf[17] = (int8_t)((int16_t)(Vraw*100));  

tx_buf[16] = (int8_t)(((int16_t)(Vraw*100))>>8);  

Marika = (((DutyCycle) * (CNT_FREQ)) / ((PWM_FREQ) * (100)))    ;  //update 
output compare 1 reg. (increase D.C. by 1%)  

TIM3->CCR1 = (int16_t)(Marika);  

  
error_old = PID_error;  

      Counter = 0x00;  

    }    

  }  

}  

  
/*****************************************************************************
*/  
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/*                 STM32Fxxx Peripherals Interrupt 
Handlers                   */  

/*  Add here the Interrupt Handler for the used peripheral(s) (PPP), for 
the  */  

/*  available peripheral interrupt handler's name please refer to 
the startup */  

/*  file 
(startup_stm32fxxx.s).                                               */  

/*****************************************************************************
*/  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles PPP interrupt request.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

/*void PPP_IRQHandler(void)  

{  

}*/  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles EXTI0_IRQ Handler.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void EXTI0_IRQHandler(void)  

{  

  UserButtonPressed = 0x01;  

    

  /* Clear the EXTI line pending bit */  

  EXTI_ClearITPendingBit(USER_BUTTON_EXTI_LINE);  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles EXTI15_10_IRQ Handler.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void OTG_FS_WKUP_IRQHandler(void)  

{  

  if(USB_OTG_dev.cfg.low_power)  

  {  

/* Reset SLEEPDEEP and SLEEPONEXIT bits */  

SCB->SCR &= 
(uint32_t)~((uint32_t)(SCB_SCR_SLEEPDEEP_Msk | SCB_SCR_SLEEPONEXIT_Msk));  

/* After wake-up from sleep mode, reconfigure the system clock */  

SystemInit();  

    USB_OTG_UngateClock(&USB_OTG_dev);  

  }  

  EXTI_ClearITPendingBit(EXTI_Line18);  

}  

/**  

  * @brief  This function handles OTG_HS Handler.  

  * @param  None  

  * @retval None  

  */  

void OTG_FS_IRQHandler(void)  

{  

  USBD_OTG_ISR_Handler (&USB_OTG_dev);  

}  

/**  

  * @}  

  */  

  
transmitter.c 
  
/*- Simple Data Transmiter with Framing & Byte Stuffing--------------------*/ 
#include "trnsmiter.h" 
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void send_data(uint16_t len, uint8_t *buf){ 
  
 uint8_t  data=0; 
 uint16_t j=0; 
 
 VCP_put_char(0x7E);                         /* send frame start */ 
 VCP_put_char(0x00);                         /* send device address */ 
 for(j=0;j<len;j++){ 
   data=buf[j]; 
   if((data==0x7D)||(data==0x7E)){           /* case byte stuffing needed */ 
     VCP_put_char(0x7D); 
     VCP_put_char(data^0x20); 
   } 
   else  
     VCP_put_char(data);                     /* case no byte stuffing needed 
*/ 
 } 
 VCP_put_char(0x00);                         /* send dummy CRC low byte */ 
 VCP_put_char(0x00);                         /* send dummy CRC high byte */ 
 VCP_put_char(0x7E);                         /* send frame end */ 
} 

 
 
 
 

B. LabVIEW set-up 

The LabVIEW setup is shown in Fig. B.1.. The input VISA Port was configured at the 

115200 Baud rate, equal to the USB port's Baud rate. The setup presented in Fig. B.1. 

is the most complete one including indicators for the accelerometer readings, 

calculated angle, ADC readings, Tension force values, Input and reference values for 

the PID controller, Motor speed etc. The front (visualisation) plane is presented in Fig. 

B.2. Minor adjustments are needed for the evaluation of additional algorithms (such as 

the inclusion of a second VISA port for the reference accelerometer and an extra math 

block for the execution of the matrix multiplication algorithm in that case) (Fig. B.3, 

B.4).  
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Fig. B.1: Complete LabVIEW setup  
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Fig. B.2: LabVIEW front panel  
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Fig. B.3: LabVIEW setup for evaluation of angle algorithm with two accelerometers  

  

 

 
Fig. B.4: Front panel for relative angle between two accelerometers  
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C. MATLAB Code  

The following code describes the processing of the Force-angle data that were 

recording during the online testing on LabVIEW. Approximately at the middle of the 

code, the statistical tool is opened and the programmer must choose a curve fitting 

method. In the proposed methodology, 2nd order Fourier is proposed.  

  
% IMPORT ALL USER DATA %  

buff1=importdata('Isabelle/00degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Isabelle/00degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

ISx00 = I(:,1);  

ISy00 = I(:,2);  

ISx00(ISy00<3)=[];  

ISy00(ISy00<3)=[];  

ISy00(ISx00>100)=[];  

ISx00(ISx00>100)=[];  

  
buff1=importdata('Isabelle/45degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Isabelle/45degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

ISx45 = I(:,1);  

ISy45 = I(:,2);  

ISx45(ISy45<3)=[];  

ISy45(ISy45<3)=[];  

ISy45(ISx45>100)=[];  

ISx45(ISx45>100)=[];  

  
buff1=importdata('Isabelle/90degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Isabelle/90degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

ISx90 = I(:,1);  

ISy90 = I(:,2);  

ISx90(ISy90<3)=[];  

ISy90(ISy90<3)=[];  

ISy90(ISx90>100)=[];  

ISx90(ISx90>100)=[];  

  
buff1=importdata('Jon/00degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Jon/00degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

JOx00 = I(:,1);  

JOy00 = I(:,2);  

JOx00(JOy00<3)=[];  

JOy00(JOy00<3)=[];  

JOy00(JOx00>100)=[];  

JOx00(JOx00>100)=[];  
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buff1=importdata('Jon/45degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Jon/45degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

JOx45 = I(:,1);  

JOy45 = I(:,2);  

JOx45(JOy45<3)=[];  

JOy45(JOy45<3)=[];  

JOy45(JOx45>100)=[];  

JOx45(JOx45>100)=[];  

  
buff1=importdata('Jon/90degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Jon/90degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

JOx90 = I(:,1);  

JOy90 = I(:,2);  

JOx90(JOy90<3)=[];  

JOy90(JOy90<3)=[];  

JOy90(JOx90>100)=[];  

JOx90(JOx90>100)=[];  

  
buff1=importdata('Yannis/00degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Yannis/00degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

YAx00 = I(:,1);  

YAy00 = I(:,2);  

YAx00(YAy00<3)=[];  

YAy00(YAy00<3)=[];  

YAy00(YAx00>100)=[];  

YAx00(YAx00>100)=[];  

  
buff1=importdata('Yannis/45degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Yannis/45degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

YAx45 = I(:,1);  

YAy45 = I(:,2);  

YAx45(YAy45<3)=[];  

YAy45(YAy45<3)=[];  

YAy45(YAx45>100)=[];  

YAx45(YAx45>100)=[];  

  
buff1=importdata('Yannis/90degrees - angle vs. time.txt');  

buff2=importdata('Yannis/90degrees - force vs. time.txt');  

% I table contains 4 columns: angle - force_arm - force_actuator and friction  

I = [buff1(:,2) buff2(:,2) buff2(:,4) buff2(:,2)-buff2(:,4)];  

% put angle data in order  

I = sortrows(I,1);  

YAx90 = I(:,1);  

YAy90 = I(:,2);  

  
YAx90(YAy90<3)=[];  

YAy90(YAy90<3)=[];  

YAy90(YAx90>100)=[];  
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YAx90(YAx90>100)=[];  

  
%OPENS STATISTICS TOOL FOR CURVE FITTING  

cftool(ISx00,ISy00)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(ISx45,ISy45)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(ISx90,ISy90)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(JOx00,JOy00)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(JOx45,JOy45)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(JOx90,JOy90)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(YAx00,YAy00)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(YAx45,YAy45)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

cftool(YAx90,YAy90)  %save FOURIER 2nd  

  
%[cx00f,cy00f]=consolidator(x00,IS00_LINEAR(x00),'mean');  

[IScx00p,IScy00p]=consolidator(ISx00,IS00_FOURIER(ISx00),'mean');  

IScx00p(1)=0;  

IScy00p(1)=0;  

%cx00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f = [interp1(cx00f,cy00f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy00f)];  

IScy00p = [interp1(IScx00p,IScy00p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(IScy00p)];  

%cy00f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy00f))));  

IScy00p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(IScy00p))));  

  
%[cx45f,cy45f]=consolidator(x45,IS45_LINEAR(x45),'mean');  

[IScx45p,IScy45p]=consolidator(ISx45,IS45_FOURIER(ISx45),'mean');  

IScx45p(1)=0;  

IScy45p(1)=0;  

%cx45f(1)=0;  

%cy45f(1)=0;  

%cy45f = [interp1(cx45f,cy45f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy45f)];  

IScy45p = [interp1(IScx45p,IScy45p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(IScy45p)];  

%cy45f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy45f))));  

IScy45p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(IScy45p))));  

  
%[cx00f,cy00f]=consolidator(x00,IS00_LINEAR(x00),'mean');  

[IScx90p,IScy90p]=consolidator(ISx90,IS90_FOURIER(ISx90),'mean');  

IScx90p(1)=0;  

IScy90p(1)=0;  

%cx00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f = [interp1(cx00f,cy00f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy00f)];  

IScy90p = [interp1(IScx90p,IScy90p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(IScy90p)];  

%cy00f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy00f))));  

IScy90p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(IScy90p))));  

  
%[cx00f,cy00f]=consolidator(x00,JO00_LINEAR(x00),'mean');  

[JOcx00p,JOcy00p]=consolidator(JOx00,JO00_FOURIER(JOx00),'mean');  

JOcx00p(1)=0;  

JOcy00p(1)=0;  

%cx00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f = [interp1(cx00f,cy00f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy00f)];  

JOcy00p = [interp1(JOcx00p,JOcy00p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(JOcy00p)];  

%cy00f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy00f))));  

JOcy00p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(JOcy00p))));  

  
%[cx45f,cy45f]=consolidator(x45,JO45_LINEAR(x45),'mean');  

[JOcx45p,JOcy45p]=consolidator(JOx45,JO45_FOURIER(JOx45),'mean');  

JOcx45p(1)=0;  

JOcy45p(1)=0;  

%cx45f(1)=0;  

%cy45f(1)=0;  
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%cy45f = [interp1(cx45f,cy45f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy45f)];  

JOcy45p = [interp1(JOcx45p,JOcy45p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(JOcy45p)];  

%cy45f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy45f))));  

JOcy45p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(JOcy45p))));  

  
%[cx00f,cy00f]=consolidator(x00,JO00_LINEAR(x00),'mean');  

[JOcx90p,JOcy90p]=consolidator(JOx90,JO90_FOURIER(JOx90),'mean');  

JOcx90p(1)=0;  

JOcy90p(1)=0;  

%cx00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f = [interp1(cx00f,cy00f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy00f)];  

JOcy90p = [interp1(JOcx90p,JOcy90p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(JOcy90p)];  

%cy00f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy00f))));  

JOcy90p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(JOcy90p))));  

  
%[cx00f,cy00f]=consolidator(x00,YA00_LINEAR(x00),'mean');  

[YAcx00p,YAcy00p]=consolidator(YAx00,YA00_FOURIER(YAx00),'mean');  

YAcx00p(1)=0;  

YAcy00p(1)=0;  

%cx00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f = [interp1(cx00f,cy00f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy00f)];  

YAcy00p = [interp1(YAcx00p,YAcy00p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(YAcy00p)];  

%cy00f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy00f))));  

YAcy00p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(YAcy00p))));  

  
%[cx45f,cy45f]=consolidator(x45,YA45_LINEAR(x45),'mean');  

[YAcx45p,YAcy45p]=consolidator(YAx45,YA45_FOURIER(YAx45),'mean');  

YAcx45p(1)=0;  

YAcy45p(1)=0;  

%cx45f(1)=0;  

%cy45f(1)=0;  

%cy45f = [interp1(cx45f,cy45f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy45f)];  

YAcy45p = [interp1(YAcx45p,YAcy45p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(YAcy45p)];  

%cy45f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy45f))));  

YAcy45p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(YAcy45p))));  

  
%[cx00f,cy00f]=consolidator(x00,YA00_LINEAR(x00),'mean');  

[YAcx90p,YAcy90p]=consolidator(YAx90,YA90_FOURIER(YAx90),'mean');  

YAcx90p(1)=0;  

YAcy90p(1)=0;  

%cx00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f(1)=0;  

%cy00f = [interp1(cx00f,cy00f,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(cy00f)];  

YAcy90p = [interp1(YAcx90p,YAcy90p,[0:1:100])  ones(1,80).*max(YAcy90p)];  

%cy00f = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(cy00f))));  

YAcy90p = smooth(smooth(smooth(smooth(YAcy90p))));  

  
%PLOTS  

figure  

subplot (1,3,1);  

plot(ISx00,ISy00,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],IScy00p,'k-');  

hold on  

plot(ISx45,ISy45,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],IScy45p,'k--');  

hold on  

axis([0 120 0 40])  

plot(ISx90,ISy90,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],IScy90p,'k:');  
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xlabel('Angle (degrees)');  

ylabel('Force (Newton)');  

title('Force-angle relation (User S)');  

legend('raw data (0 degrees)','fitted curve (0 degrees)','raw data (45 
degrees)', 'fitted curve (45 degrees)','raw data (90 degrees)','fitted curve 
(90 degrees)')  

  
subplot (1,3,3);  

plot(JOx00,JOy00,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],JOcy00p,'k-');  

hold on  

plot(JOx45,JOy45,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],JOcy45p,'k--');  

hold on  

axis([0 120 0 80])  

plot(JOx90,JOy90,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],JOcy90p,'k:');  

xlabel('Angle (degrees)');  

ylabel('Force (Newton)');  

title('Force-angle relation (User L)');  

legend('raw data (0 degrees)','fitted curve (0 degrees)','raw data (45 
degrees)', 'fitted curve (45 degrees)','raw data (90 degrees)','fitted curve 
(90 degrees)')  

  
subplot (1,3,2);  

plot(YAx00,YAy00,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],YAcy00p,'k-');  

hold on  

plot(YAx45,YAy45,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],YAcy45p,'k--');  

hold on  

axis([0 120 0 60])  

plot(YAx90,YAy90,'k.');  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],YAcy90p,'k:');  

xlabel('Angle (degrees)');  

ylabel('Force (Newton)');  

title('Force-angle relation (User M)');  

legend('raw data (0 degrees)','fitted curve (0 degrees)','raw data (45 
degrees)', 'fitted curve (45 degrees)','raw data (90 degrees)','fitted curve 
(90 degrees)')  

  
%%% AVERAGING %%%  

YA = 0.4*YAcy00p + 0.4*YAcy45p + 0.2*YAcy90p;  

JO = 0.4*JOcy00p + 0.4*JOcy45p + 0.2*JOcy90p;  

IS = 0.4*IScy00p + 0.4*IScy45p + 0.2*IScy90p;  

  
figure  

subplot(1,3,1)  

plot([0:1:180],IS,'k-','LineWidth',2);  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],0.5*IS,'k--','LineWidth',2);  

xlabel('Angle (degrees)');  

ylabel('Force (Newton)');  

title('Average force-angle relation (User S)');  

legend('Force(angle)','50%');  

axis([0 120 0 60]);  

  
subplot(1,3,3)  
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plot([0:1:180],JO,'k-','LineWidth',2);  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],0.5*JO,'k--','LineWidth',2);  

xlabel('Angle (degrees)');  

ylabel('Force (Newton)');  

title('Average force-angle relation (User L)');  

legend('Force(angle)','50%');  

axis([0 120 0 60]);  

  
subplot(1,3,2)  

plot([0:1:180],YA,'k-','LineWidth',2);  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],0.5*YA,'k--','LineWidth',2);  

xlabel('Angle (degrees)');  

ylabel('Force (Newton)');  

title('Average force-angle relation (User M)');  

legend('Force(angle)','50%');  

axis([0 120 0 60]);  

  
figure  

plot([0:1:180],0.3*YA,'k-','LineWidth',2);  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],0.5*IS,'k--','LineWidth',2);  

hold on  

plot([0:1:180],0.25*JO,'k:','LineWidth',2);  

xlabel('Angle (degrees)');  

ylabel('Force (Newton)');  

title('Generic Function Force(angle)');  

legend('30% support for M User','50% support for S User', '25% support for L 
User');  

axis([0 120 0 30]);  

  

  

D. PWM Configuration  

The selected motor driver (Pololu jrk 21v3) is characterised by 10-bit resolution with the 

input as a binary signal is in the (0-4097) range. The PW input value of the driver is the 

width of the most recent pulse in units of 2/3μs. The speed of the motor can be 

selected between the error's minimum (-600) and maximum (+600) value which 

correspond to full speed backwards and full speed forward respectively. With the 

feedback disabled (D.C.% target is selected by the input alone, since the PID control is 

performed by the Control Unit, feedback = 2048), the input alone drives the motor at 

full speed backwards when 2048-600=1448 and full speed forward at 2648. This is 

equivalent to pulses of 2/3*1448 = 965μs and 2/3*2648 = 1765μs width respectively.  

At the selected output frequency of the STM board (125 Hz), the PWM period is 

8000μs , so the pulse width limits mentioned before can be achieved with a Duty Cycle 

between  965/8000 = 12.0625% and 1765/8000 = 22.0625%. To ensure that the motor 

speed is configured in small steps, so that the motor runs smoothly, 0.0001% 

resolution within the selected D.C.% range was selected. 
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